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ABSTRACT 

 

PUBLIC SPACE AND THE LIMITS OF LIBERALISM 

Mary King       Advisor(s): 

University of Guelph, 2020     Karyn Freedman 

        Omid Payrow Shabani 

 
 

If we desire the preservation of public spaces, then liberalism is not a suitable framework 

to this end. The discursive nature of liberalism combined with the political liberalist value 

of neutrality renders disagreements about public space inert. This is connected to a desire 

to reduce interference that I argue is at the heart of increased privatization of public 

spaces. Liberalism abstracts too far from land, making it inappropriate for navigating 

issues that are about the physicality of public space itself.  Liberalism hierarchizes uses of 

public space, facilitated through liberal conceptions of land as property. I suggest three 

alternative theories that could better frame public space: 1) solidarism, 2) an ethical-

ecological approach, and finally, 3) an Indigenous approach that centers the project of 

decolonization. These frameworks do not imply liberal property ownership, and they hold 

potential for public space – and therefore land – being a more integrated part of our 

communities.
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Introduction 
 

On August 20th, 2020, the International Society of the Philosophy of Architecture 

is hosting a conference about public space. Their call for papers says, “Public spaces are 

increasingly privatized, commodified, controlled, monitored, and scripted,”1 and some 

questions framing their call for papers include “How can public space embody collective 

ideals?”  “What is to be done about the disappearance of public space/the increase of 

privatization of public space/the increase of policing and surveillance in our city’s public 

spaces?”2, and “How do we negotiate problems of contested public space?”.3 With public 

space, access, use, design, maintenance, and safety are often in tension with each other, 

and the “problems” of public space have revealed themselves to be problems connected 

with greater questions of social justice in our societies, as they pose, to whom does this 

public belong? Whose space?4 

Questions about the nature and problems around public spaces are philosophical 

questions with immediate practical observable consequences, being that we live out parts 

of our lives amongst others in these spaces. Geographers and Urban Designers have 

typically been the primary disciplines concerned with public space, and with regards to 

other disciplines, there is still “ground to be covered” on the “important and yet untold 

 
1 “Public Space: The Real and the Ideal,” ISPArchitecture, accessed July 1, 2020, 

https://www.isparchitecture.com. 
2 Ibid 
3 Ibid 
4 Mattias De Backer, Lucas Melgaco, et. al., Order and Conflict in Public Space,” Routledge & CRC 

Press, 14 https://doi.org/10.4324/9781315679884. 
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narratives about the decision making process about public spaces.”5 This thesis is an 

effort at supplying a piece of this narrative, by laying philosophical groundwork for how 

we might be able to understand, recognize the significance of, and potentially move away 

from, some of the problems identified about public space. Let us assume that it is the case 

that loss of access, increases in surveillance, and increased privatization of our public 

spaces are indeed problems of social justice, insofar as social justice is defined as being 

concerned with the allocation and access to resources in society6, and as such, that there 

is then a moral imperative to engage with these problems. Taking this to be true, I suggest 

these problems are rooted in interconnected tendencies endemic to liberalism; namely, 

how liberalism approaches disagreement, how liberalism tends towards privatization, and 

how liberalism conceptualizes land. Liberalism, generally speaking, and the values of 

reasonable discourse and individual freedom applied equally across citizens,7 is at least 

the dominant aspirational political paradigm around which many countries, such as the 

United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States are organized, even if, in our diverse 

societies, we struggle to apply these principles consistently. And with respect to the 

features of public space specifically, being the physical space where we are most likely to 

see diversity of behaviour, actions, and access to resources manifest most explicitly, we 

can see the successes or shortcomings of that liberal project more clearly, perhaps, than in 

 
5 George Varna and Steve Tiesdell, “Assessing the Publicness of Public Space: The Star Model of 

Publicness,” Journal of Urban Design 15, no. 4 (November 2010): 575–98, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/13574809.2010.502350. Emphasis mine. 

6 Ayelet Banai, Miriam Ronzoni, and Christian Schemmel, eds., Social Justice, Global Dynamics: 
Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives, Routledge Research in IR Theory 2 (London ; New York: 
Routledge, 2011). 33 - 37 

7 John Rawls, Political Liberalism, Expanded ed, Columbia Classics in Philosophy (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2005). 15 
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other settings. Liberalism, broadly conceived, is the dominant structure for how we order 

and conceptualize our public spaces both in the scholarship and in our practical 

governance.8  As political philosopher Jürgen Habermas says, “The forms of social 

integration become manifest in the structures of public spaces.”9 It is in public spaces 

where individuals can engage in rational discourse together and come to agreements on 

how best to peacefully co-exist. Legal scholars Hanoch Dagant and Michael Heller argue 

that managing and controlling common resources (which include public spaces) is a core 

feature of liberal thought because of the theory’s primacy of the development of a 

rational, cooperative, yet autonomous liberal self. By allowing public spaces to flourish 

around liberal values of individualism, equality, and freedom, we end up with mutually 

beneficial scenarios of protecting the freedoms of ourselves and each other, and we 

naturally mutually monitor one another.10 We could say that public spaces are the stage 

upon which the liberal values of society  can be played out in a way that promotes the 

active exercise of virtuous liberal citizenship.  

However, despite what seems like a co-constitutive and harmonious relationship 

between public space and liberalism, public spaces are, in practice in liberal societies, 

fraught with conflict. There is a trend of their disappearance, of them becoming less 

public feeling.11 There are increases in surveillance. There is ambiguity regarding their 

 
8 John Parkinson, Democracy and Public Space: The Physical Sites of Democratic Performance 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012). Introduction.  
9 Jürgen Habermas, “Public Space and Political Public Sphere – the Biographical Roots of Two Motifs 

in My Thought,” Lectures to Kyoto, 2004. 10. 
10 Hanoch Dagan and Michael A Heller, “The Liberal Commons,” The Yale Law Journal 110, no 4 

(2001): 77 - 80. 
11 Varna and Tiesdale, 576 
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ownership. There is constricting of what public spaces can and cannot be used for. And 

often, public spaces are fought over. It is in public spaces that “differing conceptions of 

the good come into conflict with one another all the time,” and thus pose a unique 

difficulty to the liberal state.12 As philosopher Avigail Ferdman puts it, “Public spaces are 

an important part of what the state and its institutions regulate—so the issue of contested 

public spaces goes to the heart of the contention […]  over state responsibility.”13 Other 

philosophers argue the concept of public space itself is too vague, and under theorized. 

Liberalism has a tendency to “take [the existence of physical] public space for granted,”14 

operating often without direct reference to concrete territory, appealing instead to ideas of 

publicness, such as the public sphere, or the public realm.15 Canadian philosopher Mark 

Kingwell states that writing about public space is unusually challenging, the main reason 

being that “public space is […] simultaneously everywhere and nowhere, it is political 

air. Given the seeming inexhaustibility of the political demand to reclaim public space, 

what is strange is that nobody admits they have no idea what it is.”16 

This thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter One lays out the main definitions and 

tensions of “public space” and “the commons,” clarifying and differentiating between 

another related but different philosophical concept – the “public sphere.” When I speak of 

public space, I will be speaking of it as a type of physical commons, namely, land. I 

 
12 Avigail Ferdman, “Perfectionist Public Space: A Political Philosophy Approach,” Space and Polity 

22, no. 1 (January 2, 2018): 30–49, https://doi.org/10.1080/13562576.2018.1485216. 31 
13 Ibid., 30 
14 Varna, Tiesdale, 575  
15 Ibid., 579 
16 Mark Kingwell, “The Prison of ‘Public Space,’” Literary Review of Canada (blog), July 1, 2020, 

https://reviewcanada.ca/magazine/2008/04/the-prison-of-public-space/. 
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borrow the terms procedural and topographical to divide up the main ways in which 

public space is discussed, taking liberalism to be a mainly procedural method.  

Chapter Two begins with a discussion on the tradition of political liberalism. I 

then explore how the political liberalist’s moves towards maintaining neutrality, 

bracketing of deeper disagreements, and decreasing interference beyond reasonable 

restraints, may be partially to blame for some of the problems of public space – such as 

privatization, and loss of access by those who are deemed to have less legitimate uses. 

Because certain uses of a public space are deemed more legitimate than others insofar as 

some inherently fit better with the core tenets of liberalism, we can say that there is a 

hierarchization of uses in the liberalist approach to public space. I connect this to the 

relationship between liberalism and capitalism, and the impetus both share to make land 

productive. Considering, then, the project of liberalism more broadly, I explore two 

potential rebuttals to my points: the role of civil disobedience, and a perfectionist liberal 

position. In liberal theories and societies, public space will always be a contested topic 

and be at risk, because it is based on a liberal idea of land ownership – that land is 

property. A liberal perspective, I will conclude, cannot properly mediate over nor 

conceive of the scope of the stakes involved with issues of public space.  

Chapter Three is motivated by the questions, what happens when land is 

conceived of as potential property, or when it is only ever approached through a model of 

being rendered productive? And how does this shape our relationship to public spaces 

around us? I explore how it is that, under liberalism, land becomes property in the first 

place, by examining three Original Acquisition models. Public space is vulnerable under 

liberalism, ultimately, because of the superstructure of liberalism. What is required, if we 
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are to take seriously that the disappearance of public spaces is a moral and political 

problem, are alternative conceptualizations entirely. I suggest three alternative 

conceptualizations of public space that do not center liberal property ownership, which 

are neither really topographical nor procedural methods of conceptualizing public space, 

but that we could say are land based approaches. I first consider political theorist 

Margaret Kohn’s revival of the French Republican theory of Solidarism, which proposes 

a model of social property, as a potential alternative to how we conceptualize ownership 

of public space. I then consider the idea of a “land ethic,” from Aldo Leopold’s The Sand 

County Almanac.17 Finally, I consider Indigenous conceptions of property and land, and 

how under settler colonialism, “land is recast as property and as resource.”18 This thesis 

takes seriously the notion that we are living on stolen land: in this light, access to and 

settler ownership of public space is a matter of social justice, as are settler 

conceptualizations of ownership of land. I conclude by stating that these land based 

approaches to public space would better attend to the complex capacities of public spaces 

and those who use them.   

There is a rebuttal I anticipate getting, and want to settle right out of the gate. I 

can imagine a liberal looking the problems that I initially lay out with regards to how 

public space is navigated politically and practically, and saying, “Well, that’s just how it 

goes sometimes! Sometimes, in society, there are just going to be groups that are left 

unhappy, and groups that are going to be happy. As long as we navigated things in a just 

 
17 Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac: With Essays on Conservation from Round River, 29.  (New 

York: Ballentine Books, 1990). 195 
18 Eve Tuck and K Wayne Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” Decolonization: Indigeneity, 

Education & Society 1, no. 1 (2012): 1–40. 5 
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and fair manner, it is a reasonable thing to expect. Compromise is, after all, a part of 

living in society together.”  

I will grant that compromise is a part of living harmoniously in society. This 

however misses the stakes of the claim I am making about public space: if it is true that 

the internal structure of liberalism, from conceptualization to arbitrating practice, 

produces and actually enables the privatization and disappearance of public spaces (and 

people from them), it is mistaken to view this as a mere compromise that people 

ultimately have to deal with. Public space may have become a complex, abstract concept, 

diffused across disciplines, but the land it happens on is not. A liberal perspective, I will 

conclude, cannot properly mediate over nor conceive of the scope of the stakes involved 

with issues of public space, and worse, may actually be perpetuating harms. On the less 

(at least explicitly) violent end of the spectrum, we have certain uses of public space 

being deemed not worthy of preservation, and people being denied access to public 

space. On the other end, we see justifications for things like increased policing, military 

occupation, the clearing of homeless encampments – and the extreme violence that is the 

forceable dispossession of Indigenous land through ongoing settler-colonialism, which 

philosophers Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang refer to as a “profound epistemic, 

ontological violence […] reasserted each day of occupation.”19  I take public space to be 

a social justice issue, one that cannot be divorced from the greater conversation of settler 

colonialism, where “spatial claims materialize not only in the violence done to 

Indigenous bodies but also in civic attitudes and ‘common-sense’ assumptions of how 

 
19 Tuck and Yang, 5 
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public spaces should be administered.”20 From a social justice perspective, it would be a 

mistake to conflate the tensions of public space as being a matter of compromise. 

Liberalism gives us many positive tools to navigate certain disagreements, and it can 

provide elements with which we can better articulate our needs and rights to the state; 

however, with specifically the issue of public space, I argue what we need is more than 

the reforming of pieces of the liberal tradition in our theoretical or municipal habits and 

decision making processes. We need alternative conceptual tools.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
20 Deena Rymhs, Roads, Mobility, and Violence in Indigenous Literature and Art from North America, 

1st ed. (Routledge, 2018), https://doi.org/10.4324/9780429054266. 7 
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Chapter 1. Public Space 

 

Public space is defined in a number of different ways, across a variety of 

disciplines. Some of these definitions, between and even within disciplines, are in tension 

with each other, so for the purpose of clarifying the concept and avoiding some of the 

“political air” that accompanies discussions of public space, the first section of this thesis 

will be an attempt to lay out the main definitions of public space, and describe these 

tensions. These tensions include questions of what constitutes a space as “public,” how it 

ought to be used, who gets access to said space, and if public space exists in a spatial, 

physical sense at all. There is also a tradition in philosophy that defines public space as 

the “phenomenological experience of the commons,”21 for instance; and so because the 

concept of “the commons” appears so frequently in the literature, I will also spend some 

time discussing the main definitions and tensions within the concept of the commons. 

Both public space and the commons are frequently theorized as a way of using a space, or 

as only a physical location/resource, or a combination of the two. By laying out the main 

definitions and tensions, we can see emergent trends and similarities amongst them. The 

forthcoming argument in Chapter Two will take elements of quintessential liberal 

thinkers such as John Rawls, Bruce Ackerman, and John Locke, to explore the problems 

that arise when liberalism attends to issues of public space, problems that I identify here 

in Chapter One.  

 

 

 
21 Ferdman, 32. Quoting Margaret Kohn’s The Death and Life of the Urban Commonwealth (2016) 

where Kohn notes this is a Lefebvreian turn of phrase.  
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1.1 Defining Public Space 

 

In the book Public Space, Carr et. al., define public spaces as “open, publicly 

accessible places where people go for group or individual activities.”22  The space 

generally contains certain public amenities, such as walkways or benches. This definition 

includes parks, but also malls, plazas, and playgrounds; meaning that public spaces are 

not limited to spaces owned by municipalities or the state – they can also be privately 

owned spaces that are open to the public.23 Public spaces can be “developed naturally,” 

which means found and then “appropriated [… ] by repeated use in a particular way”.24 

An example of a naturally developed public space is a street corner that becomes, over 

time, a site people use to conduct various activities, such as busking, shopping, or 

protesting. Public spaces can also be accidental spaces formed by urban planning (such as 

spaces left between buildings) or planned spaces, which, according to Carr et. al, emerge 

out of the clearance of former uses to create space. 

Liberal theorists, organizations, and municipalities define public space similarly 

as freely accessible, open spaces, particularly space in which we encounter strangers, 

which may be privately or publicly owned.25 This definition of public spaces as open, 

publicly accessible places that come into being through a process of being used in a 

particular way is used, for example, by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 

 
22 Stephen Carr et al., Chapter 3, in Public Space (New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press, 

2009). 50 
23 Carr, 51 
24 Carr, 51 
25 Parkinson, 87 - 88 
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Cultural Organization (UNESCO), which says public space is “an area or place that is 

open and accessible to all peoples, regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, age, or socio-

economic level,” and claims that these spaces allow for “social mixing, civic 

participation, recreation, and a sense of belonging”.26  Similarly with The London 

Assembly – Housing and Planning Committee, which defines public space as “all spaces, 

including streets, squares and parks that everyone can use and access in principle, 

regardless of who owns or manages the space”.27  A recently published journal article 

from Urban Design International, public spaces are defined as anything from “an 

informal street corner to grand civic set pieces” where people are able to be around 

others, participating in daily civic life.28 With these definitions, we can see that there are 

two components involved in “public space”: 1) openly accessible space that may or may 

not be publicly owned, that 2) any person can make use of. Both of these simultaneously 

are necessary conditions for the space to be considered public space. 

 

1.2 Privacy, Contestation, Commodification 

 

With these preliminary definitions of public space, and the requirements of a 

public space being openly accessible, regardless of ownership, for any person to use, we 

 
26 “Inclusion Through Access to Public Space: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization.” Definition: Inclusion Through Access to Public Space | United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization, 2017. United Nations. http://www.unesco.org/new/en/social-and-
human-sciences/themes/urban-development/migrants-inclusion-in-cities/good-practices/inclusion-through-
access-to-public-space/. 

27 Nicky Gavron et. al. “Public Life in Private Hands: Managing London's Public Space.” Appendix 1. 
47 Greater London Authority: Planning and Housing Committee, May 2011. Web.  

28 Matthew Carmona. “Principles for Public Space Design, Planning to Do Better,” URBAN DESIGN 
International 24, no. 1 (2018): pp. 47-59, https://doi.org/10.1057/s41289-018-0070-3. 
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can already see some tensions emerge. Can a privately owned space be seen as public, 

just because it is publicly accessible? Is it really right to see, for instance, a mall and a 

park both as public spaces, or are there moral and political consequences to accepting 

privately owned spaces as public ones? David Harvey, for example, argues a core 

component of our ability to be collective actors comes from the free ability to associate 

with one another in public spaces – and that by losing public spaces where people are not 

expected to engage in consumerism, we are therefore also losing our capacity for 

collective action, which is a necessary component of resisting capitalism. Privatisation is 

seen as the death of public space, and thus, of public life.29 Tensions around ownership 

are complicated further when you consider publicly owned spaces that feel private: for 

instance, Margaret Kohn argues that ownership and accessibility are only two 

components of the “often contradictory” concept of public space. Many privately owned 

spaces meet this criteria better than a “publicly owned” space does –for example, a mall 

and the courtyards around it are certainly more public “feeling” than a government 

bureaucratic headquarters building, even though the latter is the one that is technically 

publicly owned.30  While Carr et al., define public space as having the qualities of being 

publicly accessible, and being used as such, this seems almost tautologically true; the 

question is, for whom is the space publicly available? And what are the consequences of 

increasingly privately owned space? While certainly there are some behaviours that are 

not welcome in public spaces due to their negative infringement on others, one 

 
29 David Harvey, “The Political Economy of Public Space,” in The Politics of Public Space, ed. Setha 

M. Low and Neil Smith (New York: Routledge, 2006), 17–35. 
30 Margaret Kohn, Brave New Neighborhoods: The Privatization of Public Space (New York, NY: 

Routledge, 2004). 8 - 9 
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consequence of increasingly private space as quasi public space is lack of access. One 

such example of perhaps an overreaching application of the concept of “public space” 

can be seen with regards to The City of Toronto’s approach to public space through what 

are commonly referred to as “POPS”, meaning “Privately Owned Public Spaces.”31 There 

is an initiative underway in the City of Toronto, which started in 2012, called to 

specifically design more POPS. According to the website, POPS are “a specific type of 

open space which the public is welcome to enjoy, but remain privately owned […] 

Access to some POPS may be refused in certain circumstances”.32 These POPS are a 

range of plazas, certain food courts in malls, walkways, courts in commercial areas, and 

parkettes. Most public spaces are, in fact, “never clearly public or private [with] regards 

to who owns and manages them.”33  

There is also the issue that publicly owned public spaces are increasingly hostile 

to public life. We are seeing an increase in corporate pressure and state surveillance34, 

and an increased sense of wariness towards behavioural norms that don’t involve 

behaviours harmful to others, such as clearing homeless people’s encampments and 

fining the homeless for sleeping in parks.35 There is also the increasing presence of what 

 
31 City of Toronto, “Privately-Owned Publicly Accessible Spaces (POPS),” City of Toronto, December 

10, 2018, https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/planning-development/official-plan-guidelines/design-
guidelines/privately-owned-publicly-accessible-spaces-pops/. Retrieved June 2020 

32 Ibid. 
33 Carmona, “Principles for Public Space Design, Planning to Do Better,” 52 
34 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, “Automated Facial Recognition in the Public and 

Private Sectors,” Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, March 13, 2014, 
https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-actions-and-decisions/research/explore-privacy-research/2013/fr_201303/. 

35 Stephen Gaetz, “The Criminalization of Homelessness: A Canadian Perspective ,” European Journal 
of Homelessness 7, no. 2 (December 2013): pp. 357-362. 
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is referred to by academics as “hostile architecture” or more positively, “defensive 

design,” which is architecture placed in public areas with the intent of curbing 

undesirable behaviours or discouraging unwanted people from frequenting the area. 36 I 

will return to this concept again in Chapter Two, but for now, I will note that examples of 

defensive design include installing “homelessness spikes” on sidewalks, designing 

benches in such a way that make them impossible to lay down on or uncomfortable to sit 

on for too long, or installing noise emitting devices in parks that emit frequencies 

unpleasant to youth.37  

There is yet another tension that arises in the definition of public space as an 

openly accessible space that people are free to use, and that is: what about instances when 

multiple groups claim conflicting ownership or use of these spaces? An example that is 

frequently cited in liberal scholarship on public space was the 2009 Swiss ban on the 

construction of minarets, and the political liberalist’s solution of attempting to compare 

relative harms (in this instance, whether or not the ban resulted in a restriction of 

religious freedom for the Muslim population of Switzerland, versus the “loss of 

character” argument the Swiss government appealed to) in the navigation of this 

conflict.38 I will explore political liberalism’s commitment to neutrality and how its 

limitations in application for contested public spaces in depth in Chapter Two, but for 

 
36 Cara Chellew, “Rethinking Defensive Urban Design | Cara Chellew | TEDxTartu,” Video file. 

YouTube, March 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Gipo6TDzk8. June 2020. For more 
information on defensive architecture from a Canadian perspective, check out Cara Chellew’s project, 
“#defensiveTO. 

37 James Petty, “The London Spikes Controversy: Homelessness, Urban Securitisation and the 
Question of ‘Hostile Architecture,’” International Journal for Crime, Justice and Social Democracy 5, no. 
1 (March 1, 2016): 67, https://doi.org/10.5204/ijcjsd.v5i1.286. 

38 Ferdman, 32 
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now, the tension that emerges through contested public spaces is enough to flag; what 

happens when groups have conflicting, reasonable claims to a public space, and is 

liberalism an appropriate framework for navigating these conflicts, given the variable and 

complex nature of public space? 

Finally, there is specifically the problem of commodification of public spaces.39 

Not only are there tensions regarding whether our conception of public space ought to 

include spaces that are privately owned, there is also the matter of how public spaces are 

increasingly geared towards promoting consumerist activity. I introduced this briefly at 

the beginning of this section, but would like to return it again here. Increasingly 

commercial and private space is described by Kohn as a process of unjust dispossession 

which can take “a variety of forms […] slum clearance, demolition of public housing, 

foreclosure, and the privatization of public space,” making way for plazas and malls, 

ultimately leading to the decline of our “urban commonwealth.”40 In The Political 

Economy of Public Space, Harvey writes of plazas and city square in 1852, stating that: 

“the sociality of the boulevards was now as much controlled indirectly by commercial 

activity as by police power […] an army of ushers and salespeople patrolled behavior 

[…] much as they continue to do to this day, though now armed with surveillance 

cameras and more prominent security guards. The effect was to transform the citizen into 

a mere spectator and consumer”.41 Philosopher Henri Lefebvre describes the 

encroachment of capitalism onto public spaces as a loss of potential solidarity and 

 
39 Nemeth, 7 – 13 
40 Kohn, 3 
41 Setha M. Low, Neil Smith, and David Harvey, “The Political Economy of Public Space,” in The 

Politics of Public Space (New York: Routledge, 2006), pp. 17-35, 28. 
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revolutionary spirit;42 regarding the slow commodification of public spaces, whereby all 

of the elements of everyday life that make resistance and revolution possible are 

undermined.  I am recalling again the upcoming conference on public space that asks 

philosophers to consider how, if at all, public spaces “embody a collective ideal,”43 given 

the global increase in public surveillance, commodification, and gentrification, and 

whether public spaces are able to serve as spaces of civic participation anymore. Indeed, 

it seems as though these ambiguities and tensions between open accessibility, ownership, 

and appropriate space use are still foregrounded across a wide range of disciplines.  

1.3 Public Sphere vs Public Space 

 

Some clarification is needed on what is meant, exactly, by “public space,” versus 

a “public sphere.” These terms, while different, do often overlap and are sometimes used 

interchangeably, “betray[ing] a multiplicity of concurrent meanings.”44 Many theorists 

have opted to theorize of public space without focussing primarily or making concrete 

reference to a space at all, instead what qualities facilitate discursive practices.45 Jürgen 

Habermas, for example, writes on formation of the public sphere as being the site where 

ideas and criticisms of the state were produced and circulated, forming a central part of 

participatory democracy. The public sphere sits between the private realm and what 

 
42 Henri Lefebvre, Chris Butler, Henri Lefebvre: Spatial Politics, Everyday Life and the Right to the 

City.  (Abingdon: Routledge, 2014). Introduction.  
43 International Society for the Philosophy of Architecture 
44 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category 

of Bourgeois Society, 10. print, Studies in Contemporary German Social Thought (Cambridge, Mass: MIT 
Press, 1999). 22 

45 Jürgen Habermas, Between Facts and Norms (Polity Press, Cambridge, 1996) 361 - 366 
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Habermas calls the sphere of public authority, which includes the realm of the police and 

the court, and consists of the press, market of culture products, and the discourse(s) in 

circulation.46 While Habermas includes places like parks and town squares in his 

conceptualization of the formation of public spheres, physical space itself is not as strong 

of a focus.  

In general, philosophers tend to displace the concept of physical spatiality when 

talking about public spaces, and the conversations that do not explicitly deal with the 

aforementioned tensions of privatization, access, or contested public spaces tend to be 

situated conceptually in the “public spheres.” These concepts are related to publicness, 

but they are not specifically themselves public space; rather, they are all components that 

make up public life. Theorists Setha Low and Neil Smith state that the public sphere is 

what philosophers and theorists refer to as the not necessarily spatial dimension of 

publicness – the part that “emphasizes ideas, media, and practices” that all contribute to 

the formation of what we call the public, publics or public opinions, and that “the public 

sphere is rarely, if ever, spatialized.”47 What this has caused is a division of conceptual 

work along the lines of discursive versus explicitly spatial; “procedural approaches” 

versus “topographical approaches.” 48 When there is philosophical overlap between the 

two, it seems to still lean heavily towards the more proceduralist side. Hannah Arendt’s 

work is an example of this; she specifically argues that what makes a space public is the 

act of engaging with one another; public space comes about through the deliberation and 

 
46 Ibid, 30 
47 Setha M. Low and Neil Smith, eds., The Politics of Public Space (New York: Routledge, 2006). 2 
48 Kurt Iveson, ed., “The Problem with Public Space,” in Publics and the City (Oxford UK: Blackwell 

Publishing Ltd, 2007), 1–19, https://doi.org/10.1002/9780470761748.ch1. 6.  
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discussion of citizens with an aim of a common goal. The “space of appearance”, for 

Arendt, can be understood as a type of public space; it is “where I appear to others as 

others appear to me,”49 but this could be anywhere (a living room, a town hall) and the 

public sphere is wherever people are “together in manner of speech and action,”50 not 

necessarily about the public space itself.  

With regards to liberalism, as mentioned earlier, it is a political framework that 

tends to operate without reference to physical location specifically, unless it is bracketed 

within the larger concept of rights or justice, treating location as territory, or treating 

issues of contested space as ones that are merely contiguous issues of the kinds of 

disagreements liberalism can appropriately adjure. Mainstream liberal theory takes public 

space to be an intuitive part of society,51 or something that is theorized about in 

philosophy, but often either as an appeal to a different kind of concept, such as a public 

sphere. The particularities of the physical aspect of public space itself are not centered as 

concretely, unless it is in reference to more legalistic aspects of the space – such as, who 

owns it, what is it best used for, etc. We can say that liberalism offers us a more 

proceduralist approach to public space. The traditions of proceduralist and topographical 

approaches have not come together in a cohesive way.52 The result of this lack of 

communication between proceduralist approaches that focus more on discursive or 

participatory understandings of public space, and topographical ones that focus more on 

 
49 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, 2ed. Ed. Danielle Allen, and Margaret Canovan, (The 

University of Chicago Press, 2018). 197. 
50 Ibid., 199 
51 Ferdman, 30 - 32 
52 Iveson, 10 
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the physical elements of the public space itself, is that they miss the important insights 

the other perspective brings. While the topographical approaches may be missing some of 

the historically embedded, nuanced, continuous “making and re-making” of public 

spheres that the procedural ones offer (for instance, as seen in the definition offered by 

Carr et. al,) the procedural approaches operate at “a distance from the places and spaces 

of publicness,” taking for granted and naturalizing the existence and sustainment of 

public spaces.53  

This has consequences, especially because it is the liberal systems that are the 

ones most often making governing choices about these spaces. In Chapter Two, by 

examining quintessential liberal political philosophers such as John Rawls and Bruce 

Ackerman, we can see that in general, conflicts over how it is that resources are to be 

allocated, “one common liberal strategy is to exercise ‘even- handed treatment’” and 

maintaining state neutrality in negotiating those conflicts, so as to prevent unfair 

outcomes. 54 But I will show that it is not the case that public space is this kind of easily 

adjured resource, for which an even-handed or neutral approach, would be appropriate. 

The particular complexities of public space make it especially challenging for a liberal 

framework to maintain neutrality in its dealings. Furthermore, if we are to take seriously 

the consequences of liberal assumptions of property ownership of land and how this 

relates to public space, which this thesis does, we cannot avoid, as legal scholar Lynda 

Butler says, the “pathologizing of property norms,” 55  meaning, the automatic and deeply 

 
53 Ibid., 8 
54 Ferdman, 34 
55 Lynda L Butler, “The Pathology of Property Norms: Living Within Nature's Boundaries.” Southern 

California Law Review 73, no. 5 (July 2000): 927-1016 . 
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engrained assumptions of property ownership that liberal theory has imbued in us. 

Liberal property systems fail to give “[…] serious consideration to the connections 

between land development [and] ecosystem health [which] reflects a fundamental 

problem within property law,”56 and the traditional liberal approaches of engaging in 

rights talk, or, as I will show, approaching with neutrality, often misses the scope of the 

problems of dealing with physical space or land, and requires such extensive rejigging of 

the concept of rights that it behooves one to wonder if perhaps a different approach may 

be more effective.  

One could argue this division between procedural and topographical approaches 

are simply because respective disciplines require particular kinds of thinking: an urban 

designer, you could say, does not need to understand Habermas’ “theory of 

communicative action” in order to produce a functional public space. Maybe that’s true. 

But I do not think the inverse is true for the liberal theorist; because we are referencing 

real, tangible spaces, by removing their locality and not focussing on the importance of 

the physical place itself, we cannot expect to be able to appropriately administer justice, 

especially if the issue surrounds the space itself.  

 

1.4 The Commons 
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Evergreen Brick Works, an enterprising research “Placemaking Working Group” 

in Canada, released a report titled “Towards a Civic Commons Strategy.” 57 It researched 

“the state of Civic Commons in 10 Canadian cities” to get a survey of the productive, 

democratic, and economic effectiveness of “civic commons,” which they define as public 

markets, squares, and urban parks. The report argued that “at the heart of the concept of 

the commons is a fundamental premise that a participatory culture is essential to enable 

inclusion, social cohesion, and equity.”58 Here, the commons are cited as being central to 

human flourishing. But what exactly are the commons, and do the commons occupy a 

different conceptual conversation than “public space”? In the following section, I will 

describe “the commons,” and trace its conceptual relationship to “public space.” 

Establishing a definition of the commons and its relationship to the concept of public 

space will be necessary due the prominence of both concepts being used interchangeably, 

or simultaneously, but to refer to different aspects of public space. It is in this latter way 

that I use the term public space.  

A frequently deployed definition of the commons is that they are openly 

accessible resources that can be used by everybody.59 This includes forests, parks, 

squares, but also could include water, air, or even information. For the purposes of this 

thesis, I will specifically be discussing “common land” and “urban commons,” referring 

to public spaces within cities such as parks or town squares, and not cultural commons, 

 
57 Future Cities Canada, “Public Life in Private Hands: Managing London's Public Space.” Evergreen. 

The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation, November 2017. 
https://www.evergreen.ca/downloads/pdfs/2016/EG_Mc_Civic_Commons_Report_MAY_2017.pdf 11-13  

58 Future Cities Canada, 13 
59 Ostrom, E. Governing the Commons (Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, UK, 1990). xiii - xv 
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such as digital commons, or knowledge commons. In Medieval Britain, and under the 

feudal system, “common land” typically referred to estates (which may have included 

pastures, lakes, or forests) and was “held” (managed and lived on) by a lord who would 

grant rights of usage to various workers.60 This land was held by a Lord, and the land was 

owned technically by the governing Monarch. Throughout the Commonwealth, such as in 

Canada, 89% of public land is still referred to as Crown lands.61  

Discourse surrounding the commons can be understood has having two main 

areas of focus. One of these is the studying of the method of resource allocation and 

collective management of those resources. The other school of thought regarding the 

commons engages with questions of property and collective action.62 As with public 

space, we can see that discursively, there is a differentiation between more topographical 

engagements with the idea of the commons (which would be the ones that deal with 

resource allocation) and the proceduralist ones, which explore the relationship how the 

commons come to be through collective action. I will explain these differences and 

tensions between and within these conceptions, and how the commons relate to public 

space, in the following section.  

 

1.4.1 Tragedy of the Commons 

 

 
60 Dagan and Heller, The Liberal Commons, 555 
61 Government of Canada; Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada; Communications Branch, “Crown 

Land Management,” April 1, 2014, https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100022915/1100100022916. 
62  Elizabeth Blackmar, “Appropriating “the Commons,”: The Tragedy of Property Rights Discourse” 

in The Politics of Public Space, ed. Setha M. Low and Neil Smith (New York: Routledge, 2006), 49 – 80 
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The economist William Forster Lloyd discusses, in his 1827 “Two Lectures on 

the Checks to Population”, the process by which overpopulation and overuse of an area 

requires regulation or privatization to prevent the natural exploitation of the resources.63 

Lloyd was referring specifically to what would be public pastures, and noting the process 

by which they come to be exploited by the labourers – specifically, the herdsman 

allowing their animals to graze on the pastures. Lloyd argued the herdsman, not stopping 

themselves from overpopulating the scarce space, and being inherently self interested in 

maximizing the profit from having their herd grazing, would continue to exploit the 

resources for themselves. Each herdsman doing this in the same space would inevitably 

lead to the destruction of The Commons. This was an argument that was remounted again 

in the famous paper, The Tragedy of the Commons, by Garrett Hardin. 64 Hardin 

discusses the malfunction of systems of resource distribution, specifically focussing on 

human overpopulation. Hardin had a concern with “unregulated breeding” and argued 

that it would be impossible to “legislate temperance”; any shared and unregulated 

resource would, according to Hardin, be depleted through individual users unable to 

behave in the interest of a common good. Hardin argues that a system of unregulated 

common resources would result in its exploitation due to the self interestedness of each 

actor with access to the resource, forcing even good actors to “get their share out of the 

 
63 W. F. Lloyd, Two Lectures on the Checks to Population: Delivered before the University of Oxford, 

in Michaelmas Term 1832. Reprinted in Population and Development Review, Vol 3. Issue 3. (Sep 1980), 
pp 473-496 

64 Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons” Ekistics, Vol. 27, No. 160, Ecosystems: Man and 
Nature (March 1969), pp. 168-170.  
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commons,” leading to the ruin and ultimately what Hardin terms, the “tragedy of the 

commons”65.  

A common liberal solution to this tragedy is state regulation or the privatization of 

commons. We can see how this idea emerged out of a trajectory in classical liberal 

thinking about property and privatization. John Locke’s 1690 Two Treatises of 

Government describes the process by which one appropriates property in the first place 

by means of labouring, “wherein his labour hath taken it out of the hands of nature, where 

it was common, and belonged equally to all her children, and hath thereby appropriated it 

to himself.”66 Private ownership allows “the owner to capture the full capital value of the 

resource [driven by] self-interest, and economic incentive […] and therefore he  will 

attempt to manage it on a sustaind-yield basis.”67 I will explore this in more detail in 

Chapters Two and Three, discussing the classical liberal processes of acquiring property 

in the first place, but for now will flag the connection between liberalist theory and 

tendencies of privatization, for this will have particular significance to our discussion on 

public space. The idea of the Tragedy of the Commons has remained an enduringly 

popular method of perceiving shared resources and land; David Harvey notes that it is 

most often brought up as an “irrefutable argument for the superior efficiency of private 

property rights.”68  

 
65 Ibid., 169 
66 “ Locke, John. Two Treatises of Government: Student Edition. Edited by Peter Laslett. (Cambridge 

University Press) 1988. Book II. Chapter V. Sec. 29 
 
67 Robert J Smith, “Resolving The Tragedy Of the Commons By Creating Private Property Rights,” 

Cato Journal (1981) 457.  
68 David Harvey, “The Future of the Commons,” Radical History Review 2011, no. 109 (2010): pp. 

101-107, https://doi.org/10.1215/01636545-2010-017 
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1.4.2. Commons vs Public Space 

 

Harvey argues that urban commons are developed through collective or political 

action. Harvey argues; “public spaces [become] urban commons as people assemble there 

to express their political views and make demands,”69 which we can see is a very similar 

(if not the same) definition as the one offered by Habermas about the public sphere. 

Harvey uses the example of a street, which is regarded as a typical public space, as 

something that becomes a common, and in particular, an urban common; “the struggle to 

appropriate the public spaces and public goods in the city for a common purpose is 

ongoing”70. For Harvey, commons are not a static, physical location; rather, they come 

about through commoning. There is a wealth of literature dedicated specifically to the 

commons, and describing what the commons are; I am bringing up the term here because 

of how frequently it is used in conjunction with public space, but am bracketing the term 

for now because, like with public space, there is not consensus across definitions on the 

term itself, and because, as Kohn points out, “the commons” often evokes idea of 

collective ownership without acknowledging that, like with public space, there are often 

contradictory models of ownership at play – for example, as she puts it, “the commons of 

a gated community is not the same as the Boston Commons.”71 I am saying this because 

when I eventually propose what I see as land based approaches to public space as 

alternatives to a liberal approach, I am not simply referring to “the commons.” As I 

mentioned, the commons covers many things. I am wanting to get away from some of the 
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conceptual muddy waters that some public space discourse has been charged with by 

scholars, and so don’t want to merely supplement a different term. Public space is not 

commonly owned, it is merely commonly used. Because of this, and because of the 

overlap between the concepts, I am going to proceed to understand public space as a type 

of commons – namely, land.  In Chapter Three, I will be speaking more specifically about 

common land and ideas of ownership, but I am bracketing the commons for now. When I 

use the term public space from hereon out, I am referring to it as physical land intended 

for public access. 

1.5 Procedural versus Topographical 

 

 Given the wide array of definitions and tensions regarding public space, I have 

sought out a theorist who groups the themes of public space discourse into two general 

categories; I introduced the terms procedural and topographical earlier, and now will 

discuss them in more detail. In his book Publics and the City, sociologist Kurt Iveson 

describes two dominant approaches to the concept of public space.72 Iveson is 

particularly discussing the relationship between public space and what he terms public 

address, but I am going to bracket public address and focus on public space. A 

topographical approach is when public space is used to describe a particular kind of place 

in an urban setting (like a park, a sidewalk, or a road). The other approach is a procedural 

approach, which refers to any kind of space that becomes public through a process of 

collective action or discourse. I have already discussed the problems with the divide 
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between these two concepts, and so will not go over that, but will instead detail what each 

does more specifically.  

Iveson states that when designers or geographers are talking about access to the 

public realm, they are most often talking about public space topographically.73 The 

folding into of spaces such as malls into public spaces, the disappearance of park space, 

the inaccessibility of these places to members of the public – these are examples of 

topographical concerns, where you could point to a map and say, “there used to be a wide 

street corner here,” or “there has been an increase in surveillance cameras in this 

neighbourhood.” It is to these spaces, in this topographical sense, that people theorize a 

loss, and fight for the right to access. Iveson notes that the topographical sense is 

criticized for being theorized as something disappearing, a “phantom” of public space, 

and the concept has always been ambiguous, badly theorized, over-appealing to ideals of 

public life and public space that never existed. Another problem that can come up in 

topographical approaches to public space is the nature of what one does in public, namely 

often some kind of form of public address; in order to be part of the public, one must be 

seen as being part of the public – with increasing “unmediated social interaction and 

increasing control by powerful economic actors over the production and use of space,”74 

the very publicness of space is dubious. A focusing on this kind of depiction of public 

space means that there are places that somehow (and potentially arbitrarily) qualify as 

public, and that only approaching public space topographically tends to render publicness 

as static, thus potentially hindering action within that space as static, as well. For 
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instance, a street corner or a public park is not necessarily a public space, if nobody ever 

uses it or sees anyone else using it, or if there is a norm in place that the space is not used.  

I disagree with Iveson that public space is idealized in forms in which it never 

existed. While the concept of public space disappearing does appeal to sense of nostalgia 

that could over-idealize images of agoras (while also ignoring who was excluded from 

these spaces), certainly Indigenous people fighting for “land back” within cities and park 

space are not appealing to an idea of “public space” that never existed.75 For them, that 

very notion of public space is itself a colonial construct. This is, in part, what motivates 

me to turn to examining land approaches instead of topographical ones; because with 

topography, systems of mapping and seeing land often reinforce the same kinds of 

injustices or losses of access that I pointed out earlier. For example, geographer and 

philosopher Katherine McKittrick makes this point when discussing the relationship 

between Black women and geography, arguing that landscapes conceived in the merely 

topographical way often disguise oppression and dispossession, 76 quoting Sylvia Wynter, 

they hide “the imperative of a perspective of struggle.”77 McKittrick states that maps are 

often:  

“interlaced with a different sense of place, concealed by what might be called 
rational spatial colonization and domination: the profitable erasure and 
objectification of subaltern subjectivities, stories, and lands.”  
 

 
75 “Land Back Camp Organizers Petitioning Cities for Ceremony Land, Paid Positions for Indigenous 

People | CTV News,” accessed July 26, 2020, https://kitchener.ctvnews.ca/land-back-camp-organizers-
petitioning-cities-for-ceremony-land-paid-positions-for-indigenous-people-1.5023843. 

76 Katherine McKittrick, Demonic Grounds: Black Women and the Cartographies of Struggle 
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77 McKittrick, quoting Sylvia Wynter, “Beyond the Word of Man: Glissant and the New Discourse of 
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The tradition of topographical approaches to public space are often colonial ones that 

seek to map out and perpetuate systems that make it not a useful framework for my 

purposes here, which is identifying the potential shortcomings in a liberal approach as it 

corresponds to public space loss –and the not “idealized” notion of loss, but loss that 

really happened. I agree with Iveson, however, that we do ascribe publicness somewhat 

arbitrarily on spaces that, due to a variety of factors, including social ones, are or have 

become functionally inaccessible, which can lead to groups disappearing from the public.  

As established, procedural approaches theorize public space as any space that is, 

“through political action and public address at a particular time,” and “common action,” 

rendered public. If all that is required is a kind of “space of appearances,” (recall Arendt), 

then public spaces have no particular stable attribute other than the act of “public 

making.” Iveson concedes that while procedural approaches free theorists up from having 

to theorize spaces as public versus private, one should be wary of claims that any kind of 

space can be public. If publics have no proper location, Iveson argues, then are we not 

ignoring that there must be some kind of material structure that enables the kind of 

discursiveness (that theorists such as Arendt and Habermas claim) that is so central to 

democratic, political life, a life of public solidarity? There is a far-fetchedness to this 

idea, Iveson points out, when stating that while “an activist might turn a street, a kitchen, 

or a website into a space of appearances”78, we should not pretend that each of these 

spaces afford the same kind of quality of political action. Procedurally defined public 

spaces “invoke spatialized distinctions between public and private,”79 the binary of which 
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is a hallmark of liberal theory, and there are undeniably norms of behaviour and actions 

that ought to be confined, as such, to private realms, and not public realms. 

Distinguishing these as such can be a very useful normative tool that topographical 

approaches inherently do. Liberalism is such a procedural approach to public space, and I 

propose a closer examination of this procedure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2. Liberalism 

 

2.1 The Case of the Lawn Bowling Club 

 

The Kiwanis Community Centre, in Stratford, Ontario, was a multi-use, city-

owned public facility located on Lakeshore Drive, in Stratford, Ontario. The building 

held over 100 different clubs, including several different chapters of the Active Senior 

Association - a place where seniors in the community could hold social events, like 
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dances and luncheons, and play sports, the primary two being badminton and lawn 

bowling. The space was designated as municipal public space,80 and was intended for 

club use; the end result was numerous clubs sharing the space with each other. The 

Kiwanis Centre also was home of the Stratford Shakespeare Festival’s Tom Patterson 

Theatre in the summer months, from May to October, and during this period, the lawn 

bowlers, the senior activities, various community activities, and the theatre existed 

simultaneously. The lawn bowling turf that ran alongside the centre had been maintained 

since 1915.81 In 2017, the Stratford Shakespeare Festival Theatre put forward a bid to 

purchase the community centre from the city, demolish it, and rebuild a new theatre.82 

The building was in need of repairs and the Community Centre had not released an 

official plan on what they were intending to do with the space, repair wise. The Festival, 

at this point, had been in conversation with an architecture firm, and had begun 

fundraising for a rebuild. The new design would entail the destruction of the current 

community centre, as well as the loss of the greens. 

 The city held a series of town halls over the course of a year where they invited 

discussion and feedback on whether or not the Festival should be allowed to purchase the 

public space and build a new theatre on it. There were pros and cons lists drafted up, 

public forums, meetings, and public debates. The lawn bowlers, Active Senior’s 

 
80 “Stratford - Kiwanis International,” accessed August 2, 2020, 
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Association, and Kiwanis Club members spent nearly a year trying to save the 

community center. They argued that the turf, which was over a hundred years old, 

constituted as a heritage site and should be protected. The specific management of lawn 

bowling grass, they said, was such that it could not be easily replicated, and that the 

greens in Stratford were actually some of the best maintained and oldest in Canada.83 The 

senior citizens expressed their concern about losing access to the waterfront; coming 

down to the community center was the most accessible way for them to spend their day 

somewhere safe and social. The community center, as it was, was highly accessible both 

in terms of walking distance and public transportation. It provided them with one of their 

only accessible outlets of social activity. The Festival board of directors argued that City 

Hall “cannot make this decision based on eighty lawn bowlers.”84 They argued that while 

they are sympathetic to the concerns of all the various organizations involved, (“The 

Festival has been talking to the lawn bowlers and we are aware they are unhappy”85) the 

community center would be the best location for the new theatre. The Kiwanis Club 

argued that it was a bad idea to turn an easily accessible multi-use public space into a 

single use, private one, and that the Festival could revitalize any other part of the city, but 

the Festival argued that the waterfront location was crucial to the success of the project. 

The focussed sentiment regarding the Festival and this redevelopment is that it would 

benefit Stratford as a community to have the theatre replaced, allowing Stratford to assert 

its “rightful place as a cultural landmark” and maintain a competitive, economic edge of 
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being a place to be.86 After receiving endorsements from the Government of Canada, a 

number of judges, and a 10 million dollar donation from a private donor to get the project 

underway,87 construction began in November of 2018, and the community center was 

demolished, along with the greens. The seniors who used the center say they felt as 

though they had been “given short shrift in the discussions,” and that unlike the theatre, 

which they argued could have gone anywhere, they actually needed that particular public 

space for their social life, their athletic life, and the many community activities that took 

place there – even though the Festival and Town Hall felt the extensive feedback 

procedure had provided a more than fair arena.88   

I bring up the case of the lawn bowling seniors losing their community center 

because I believe it is an illustrative and non-violent example of the dynamic I am hoping 

to tease out in my examination of liberalism and how it deals with public space. In this 

chapter, I first argue that there are three aspects of political liberalism which play crucial 

and interdependent roles when it comes to how public space is arbitrated over, privatized, 

and/or hierarchized in terms of ideas of legitimate use. There is (1) the focus on neutrality 

(2) the difficulty of identifying when there is a larger justice issue at hand that supersedes 

the two “sides” of a contested conversation, and the subsequent dismissal or bracketing of 

those conversations, and (3) the relationship between “public” and “private” space, and 

how this is connected to the liberal need to reduce interference. 

 
86 Ibid., Antoni Cimonlino, Artistic Director of the Stratford Shakespeare Festival 
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I then consider two possible rebuttals: the first is that what I’m describing may be 

solvable through means already suggested within political liberalism, such as civil 

disobedience. The second rebuttal is that what I describe is representative of political 

liberalism, but not liberalism in general. To this end, I consider a liberal approach that 

does not hold neutrality to be the aim of the state, instead maintaining that the state ought 

to be striving for conceptions of the good life. Philosopher Charles Larmore calls this 

liberal perfectionism (also sometimes called “comprehensive” liberalism).89 Ultimately, I 

conclude that even then, there are serious problems that are characteristic of and systemic 

to the liberal approach to public spaces.  

The deeper root of the problem is that under a liberal conception, the ontology of 

public space itself is a contested issue; one that does go deeper than what a liberal state 

can accommodate in its very discourse. The issue of public space is both practical and 

ontological because liberalism views public space both as land that is/can be owned. 

This, I argue, is at the heart of what is really going on in the tensions mentioned in the 

previous chapter; approaching public space under the liberal tradition of property is part 

of the issue. As I will show in the following sections, public space will always be at risk 

under liberalism because of the liberal tendency towards privatization either in use, in 

actions, or in ownership. I reject the notion that “contested” public space is a distinct 

category of public space that even can be argued about: such a notion relies on the 

assumption that there is a static, non-contested type of public space. I make the argument 

that under liberal, Western capitalist society, all public space is inherently contested 
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space, because it is contested land, and because the very nature of plurality of public 

spaces means interference and living among others in contentious ways.  

 

2.2 Political Liberalism and Neutrality 

 

Political liberalism is one of the two major subsets of liberalism (the other being 

comprehensive liberalism) and as such, shares many of the main features of liberalism as 

well, such as the primacy of the individual, and the reinforcement of the private and 

public binary.90  In this section, I examine how some of the key tenets of political 

liberalism specifically are deployed in the sorts of situations that interest me here, in the 

form of practical, procedural “conversational constraints” on public discourse. I draw a 

direct connection from how this operates in contemporary liberal scholarship to how it 

works with regard to disputed physical spaces. I will argue that political liberalism, 

despite its claims to the contrary, is not actually able to provide a workable, practical 

framework for making contested public spaces genuinely inclusive; that is, fair, just, and 

appropriate to the differences that do exist. I do not believe political liberalism is capable 

of negotiating the very conflicts that exist within and around public space, in a way that 

does not contradict some of the inherent tenets of itself. I argue that this outcome is 

related to the legalistic underpinnings of political liberalism, with its persistent emphasis 

 
90 The primary texts I will be pulling from are John Rawls’ texts A Theory of Justice (1971) and 

Political Liberalism (1993), as well as Bruce Ackerman’s Social Justice and the Liberal State (1980). I will 
occasionally pull from other political liberalists such as Charles Larmore, and his work Political Liberalism 
(1990).  
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on the need for a neutral position; that is, someone needing to make, and-or maintain this 

so-called “neutral” position in public disagreements.91  

Rawls argues that citizens can reasonably be expected to endorse “the principles 

and ideals acceptable to their common human reason,”92 arguing that overall arguments 

that are making an appeal to common sense nature of things like justice, or liberty, or 

fairness, are generally “shared ways of reasoning and plain facts accessible to all.”93 And, 

because of liberalism’s emphasis on the pursuit of individual liberty, political liberalism 

(and liberalism in general) requires that the public and the private spheres remain distinct; 

for political liberalism, we can see that one way it does so by marking in advance that 

there are certain conversations or disagreements which are simply not productive or 

useful to even have in the public space, for which we ought to show restraint.94 

Metaphysical disagreements are, as Ackerman puts it, best left out of the public, political 

realm; they should be bracketed in public forums, so as to not impede the procedure of 

consensus and compromise.95  

According to Rawls, the general liberal tradition of political thought posits as its 

most foundational premise that societies ought to be run by rational principles, because it 

is by virtue of rational conduct that an individual’s rights and freedoms will be 

 
91 Ferdman, 29 
92 Rawls, 137 
93 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice:  Revised Edition, 1971. (Harvard University Press, 1990) 398. 
94 Daniel A. Dombrowski, Rawls and Religion: The Case for Political Liberalism. (State University of 

New York Press, 2001). 138 
95 Bruce A. Ackerman, Social Justice in the Liberal State (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980). 
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protected.96 Laws that ensure individuals are not forced into a state-sanctioned religious 

practice, and that individuals are legally free to practice their preferred method of 

religious worship in the way they wish, are examples of laws that manifest this basic 

assumption of liberalism.97  It is also argued that those who are capable of reason 

naturally and mutually agree upon a base set of rational principles (such as, to keep with 

the example of religious practice, the principle of religious tolerance).98 This idea of 

natural and mutual agreement can be understood through Rawls’ idea of the “original 

position.” The original position is a thought experiment that imagines us to be in a group 

amongst other free and equal people, who are trying to decide on the rules of their society 

from behind a veil of ignorance – meaning, without knowledge of what kind of position 

we would occupy societally or economically, once entering the society. Given a list of 

conceptions of justice, the idea is that through our mutually disinterested rationality, each 

person would rationally “try to acknowledge principles that would advance their system 

of ends as far as possible.”99 We can say that generally, the liberal position is one that 

maintains that every rational agent, in a liberal society, ought to, within reason, and using 

reason, self determine the kind of life they would like to live, and freely pursue that life. 

Liberal theorist Leonard Hobhouse offers a tidy summation of classical liberal thought 

when he states that “liberalism is the view that the social life ought to be founded on the 

self directing power of the personality.”100 

 
96 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 14 
97 Dombrowski, 31 - 37 
98 Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 112 
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Philosopher Will Kymlicka identifies the main liberal presuppositions as follows: 

(1) Liberal thought is individualistic, in that it promotes the primacy of the self 

over collective goods. 

     (2) Liberal thought is egalitarian, in that this freedom and primacy of the self is 

extended to all selves. 

     (3) It is universal, because it “affirms the moral unity of the human species.”101 

  

Following these premises, liberal theory promotes tolerance “as far as possible,” in order 

to maintain the central character of liberal society. The premise of equal self-

determination applied across all rational individuals means that liberalism is both a 

legalistic and social contract based philosophy. Unsurprisingly, then, the most common 

challenge for liberal philosophy – and in particular, as we will see, a challenge with 

respect to public space specifically—  comes out of the diversity that is a fundamental 

character of human life. The challenge is: How do we go about resolving conflicts 

between groups that have equal and reasonable but competing goals, needs, or wants? If 

each group is rational, equal, and is technically free to live according to the “self 

directing power of the personality,” as Hobhouse puts it, then what further guidance is 

there within the theory to help resolve seemingly intractable problems, such as, for 

instance, multiple groups with each their own reasonable claim to a public space? The 

particular features of maintaining neutrality and the bracketing of deeper metaphysical 

problems are what I will explore in the following sections.  

 
101 Will Kymlicka. Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction (Oxford University Press, 
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Political liberalism avows public justification and spells out how disagreements in 

the public sphere might be resolved through the consistent and neutral application of 

reason. 102 In Political Liberalism, Rawls discusses “public reason giving” as a way in 

which reasonable individuals of diverse backgrounds are able to assert their views on 

particular political matters, under the shared notion of tolerance. For example, two 

individuals of differing religious backgrounds, publicly defending their right to a 

particular religious practice to each other (such as, for example, one individual of a 

particular religion not participating in a group led prayer of another religion), providing 

the practice is itself reasonable, will be, in this Rawlsian conception, met with acceptance 

and toleration.103 There are particular kinds of disagreements that can be productive or 

unproductive, in this framework. In Social Justice and the Liberal State, Bruce Ackerman 

argues that liberalism is best understood as a method of implementing “conversational 

constraints” in the public sphere in order to achieve some degree of workable neutrality 

within the space of seemingly intractable public issues.104 These constraints happen in the 

moment of argumentative utterances, wherein the liberal must restrain themselves 

dialogically, in order to locate “normative premises that both sides find reasonable.”105 

One literally refrains oneself from discussing topics of deeper disagreement, such that 

areas of common ground are able to be discovered, and compromise can be reached. 

“Conversational constraints” are intended to maintain peace and order and to prevent any 

 
102 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 212 – 247 
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one position, discursively, from being imposed on another, and creating an illiberal 

outcome. Ackerman claims that “we must learn to think of liberalism as a way of talking 

about power, a form of political culture,” meaning that political liberalism is a discursive 

process.106 No one individual can solve problems concerning a situation involving 

competing conceptions of “the good life”, because in a liberal society, it is wrong to posit 

the conception of the good held by any one individual as intrinsically superior to any 

other. Doing so, claims Ackerman, is engaging in an illiberal “power talk,” which (on this 

analysis) needs to be neutralized through a process of public discourse.107  

That “conversation,” however, and that emphasis on maintaining neutrality, forces 

both parties into conversational stasis: by virtue of the expectation of rationality 

(listening, reflecting, speaking logically, being open to change), the two parties are not 

allowed to explicitly agree nor disagree with the other party, but rather explain repeatedly 

why they have more right to the resource, the space, or the outcome, while bracketing 

their particular conception of the good, so as to maintain this virtue of rational, neutral 

discourse. Ferdman criticizes exactly this problem with respect to a liberal approach to 

public space, when she discusses Switzerland’s ban on minarets, a decision that was 

based on Islamophobic attitudes, but which was glossed over in the effort to appear 

neutral and fair, bracketing, as Rawls suggests, issues of philosophical disagreement.108 

Philosopher Seyla Benhabib points this out as well with respect to approaching public 

space: “the liberal principle of dialogic neutrality […] is too restrictive and frozen in 
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application to the dynamics of power struggles in actual political processes.”109 In other 

words, according to Ackerman, when it comes to deep conflicts amongst groups, political 

liberalism expects that “these dissonant voices must be resolved into a single, if tentative, 

harmony.”110 These constraints refer to how the “liberal tradition is best understood as 

precisely an effort to define and justify broad constraints on power talk,”111 meaning talk 

that is decidedly non-neutral and imposing on another view. The maintenance of 

neutrality is a crucial discursive feature of liberalism, and not with respect, necessarily, to 

what the result ends up being, but how that result is arrived at. It limits which factors are 

allowed to be invoked to justify a political decision. For our purposes, this means that 

when it comes to questions of who gets access to public space, whether a public space 

should be privatized, or ontological disagreements about the very nature of public space 

and the commons, there may be certain rational and correct views being crowded out 

precisely because they do not fit into the appropriate liberal factors. Kymlicka notes that a 

particular problem with political liberalism and the requirement of neutrality is that it 

assumes a pluralistic tolerant evenly positioned starting place from which all participants 

ought then to maintain a neutral stance, when this is obviously not true of all, perhaps 

even most diverse discursive spaces. He notes that “despite centuries of communitarian 

insistence on the historically fragile and contingent nature of our culture, and the need to 

consider the conditions under which a free culture can arise and sustain itself, liberals still 

 
109 Seyla Benhabib, "Models of Public Space: Hannah Arendt, the Liberal Tradition, and Jürgen 
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tend to take the existence of a tolerant and diverse culture for granted.”112 Often, 

conceptions of the good are themselves metaphysical disagreements, for which a neutral 

discursive process is not only inappropriate, due to the potential stakes at hand in the 

disagreement, but also impossible without violating the nature of the very neutrality 

employed.  

Political liberalism advocates that all citizens and stakeholders remain as neutral 

as possible in public spheres in order to effectively and fairly resolve disagreements that 

involve  “clashing conceptions of the good.”113 However, it is not a perfectly settled 

manner as to what even makes something said aloud by citizens a “clash” of a conception 

of the good, rather than a fight for justice that perhaps exceeds the parameters of the 

concepts of individual needs or preferences. In other words, the effort to bracket such 

deeper metaphysical truths as being inappropriate for the “public” realm presupposes the 

terms of the very argument at stake. We can see this in operation particularly with respect 

to public space, which is fraught with clashing conceptions of use due to its nature, and 

which the liberal state not only deploys its own inception of use anyway. The 

ubiquitously deployed political liberalist’s response of insisting on neutrality is politically 

suspect; especially when we examine the various tensions that exist within public space, 

such as access, ambiguous ownership, and interference from others.  

 

2.3 Bracketing Disagreement 
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To explore this idea further, and how it relates specifically to public space and the 

use by conflicting interest groups, let us return to the ideal conception of liberal public 

space, which is when it is implied or expressly asserted that the most important thing for 

liberal conceptions of public space is to “emplace respect [and avoid] the opposites of 

inclusion and equality,”114 and thus is better to delegate those conversations to the non-

social realm, rather than keep the whole of a difficult conversation about the public, in 

the public. But the question is, who decides what counts as a metaphysical, more 

challenging conversation? This is a question that can be credited to Benhabib in her 

article, “Models of Public Space.” She quotes Ackerman saying, “When there is a deeper 

disagreement, for instance one on the nature of the “moral truth,” we should try to solve 

our problem by invoking premises that we do agree upon […] In restraining ourselves in 

this way, we need not lose the chance to talk to one another about our deepest, moral 

disagreements in countless other, more private, contexts.”115 If we are to solve our 

disagreements as we are advised by political liberalism, by engaging in dialogue across 

difference and respecting the mutual constraints of conversational norms, this assumes 

that both groups are already in some base level of agreement with each other, 

epistemically and morally.116 What I take to mean by “epistemically” is, that we know 

what the other group, or individual, is proclaiming; we have some kind of knowledge 

about their state. Political liberalism mistakenly approaches these dialogues from a 

position of assuming they have full knowledge not necessarily of the content of the 
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argument, but of the stakes – there is a deeper assumption of agreement. But, from work 

in social epistemology, such as philosopher Miranda Fricker’s work, we know that we 

cannot always assume the stakes of an argument: everywhere in societies are epistemic 

“lacunae,” holes in our ability to grasp, to listen, and ultimately to know, the experience 

of another group, often due to our unconscious or conscious prejudices against these 

groups, and often because of their social standing.117 If we take the senior citizen lawn 

bowlers as an example, the stakes of the argument were arguably presumed to be 

understood by the Board of Directors and the Town Hall, but the senior citizens felt their 

particular points of view – one, that the turf grass was a heritage site, but also, that senior 

citizens depended on and required the ease of accessibility of this particular public space 

– was unfairly disregarded, even though they were technically given the opportunity to 

speak and debate in a public forum. It is not always that we deliberately ignore 

testimonies or arguments from particular groups – it is that in some cases, we do not even 

know that we are ignoring crucial components of testimonies or arguments, because we 

are so accustomed to unconsciously or consciously dismissing these points of view.118 

We do not know always that what we are seeing is an injustice, because we are, in fact, 

not always on the “same page.” And efforts to express that there is an injustice may be, 

by the same mechanism of assumption, dismissed. On Fricker’s view, this creates a 

tangible injustice; by not knowing what to listen for, and by not even recognizing that 

what is being proclaimed is causing harm, we cannot presume to be in agreement with 
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one another.119 So what Benhabib means by presuming to be already on common ground 

is that the very idea makes the presumption of an overlapping consensus that we naturally 

agree upon, makes an epistemic fault about what those deep disagreements entail.  

The moral dimension that Benhabib refers to is that we often disagree on the 

nature of the kinds of issues we are debating. In other words, very nature of these kinds 

of moral disagreements are often “deeper, metaphysical” truths that Ackerman insists 

ought to be left out of the public sphere. Benhabib says: “Take abortion, pornography, 

and domestic violence. What kinds of issues are they? Are they questions of justice or of 

the good life?”120 There is a presumption of moral and epistemic unity at play: the 

position of liberal conversational constraint assumes that “primary groups in conversation 

already know what their deepest disagreements are even before they have engaged in the 

conversation.”121 It is in this presumption of unity, and this act of taking for granted, that 

political liberalism runs into trouble with maintaining neutrality. To hone in on this 

particularly important dimension of Benhabib’s point, it is not only just that the political 

liberalist imagines subjects who presume to agree about their deepest disagreements are. 

There is also a pre-built idea about what type of disagreement something may be. In other 

words, the political liberalist position presumes that they have already been able to 

deduce whether the issue at hand is one of differences of a political nature, or a religious 

nature, or maybe even a legislative nature. But the reality is that, on the ground and as 

they are unfolding, these conflicts may very well be approached as different kinds of 
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categories altogether, which suggests it is not always possible to be starting at a shared 

and neutral place, let alone to arrive at one. And so, as Benhabib is pointing out, while 

the political liberal theorist suggests that we can and should discuss conflicts that are of a 

legislative or policy-based nature in the civic polis, and that conflicts that are of a moral 

or aesthetic nature ought to be  (for pragmatic reasons), left to “more private contexts,” it 

is in fact not always clear which issues are which, if they can even be cut up so neatly at 

all. Some issues concern both legislative state practice and conflicting, moral values 

between groups. Let’s take sex work as an example: In Canada, in 2014, Bill C-36, 

“Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act” went into effect, which made 

the advertisement and solicitation of sexual services illegal.122 The groups that were 

concerned were primarily Christian interest groups, several different women’s rights 

groups, all of which expressed deeply diverse opinions on the topic of sex work, and sex 

workers themselves. The government held a series of parliamentary meetings in the 

writing of this law, several previous versions of which were shut down by the Supreme 

Court of Canada, but ultimately the law was passed. Sex workers have since expressed 

that these laws have, in fact, made their survival more precarious, by removing and 

muddying up the previously legal methods of screening clients and publicly advertising 

services.123 The legislative state practice and the conflicting values - that sex work is 

inherently immoral, or exploitative, versus that it is inherently a form of labour, labour 
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for which safer practices are readily available and could be bolstered by the government 

instead of outlawed - were comorbid in that conversation. We have here a very clear 

example of group(s) that argued it is very much so a matter of a deeper justice, and 

group(s) that argues it is a matter of policy and legislation. These conversations 

necessarily needed to be hashed out in a public forum, and perhaps, as Benhabib argues, 

“the distinction between issues of justice or of the good life cannot be decided by some 

moral geometry.”124  

The upshot of what I am describing here is, under a political liberalist framework, 

it is hard to see how the value of neutrality and conversational constraint could play out 

in any way that didn’t end with the group that had more legislative power - or who 

interpreted the conflict as a strictly policy based or legal one – as coming out on top in 

the conflict. This is a subtle point, but it has particular significance for the conversation 

regarding public space, as I will show in a moment. As with the sex work example, for 

instance, the group that emerged as the winners of the legal battle of Bill C-36 were the 

ones that already had the backing of the legislative, status quo motivation. As established, 

when one approaches conflicts as if they are, in fact, solvable through neutral public 

discourse, one is operating with the presumption that these are mainly legalistic problems 

with a logical or rational nature to them, rather than any deeper kind of disagreement. 

Thus, it is as if the kind of civic person who best exemplifies the political liberalist ideal 

may, in fact, have a failure of imagination with respect to the nature of disagreements in 

general, but this limitation will always be concealed in favour of this kind of person, by 

the very structure of the expectations and procedural norms of liberalism.  
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To return to the conflict I introduced at the beginning of Chapter Two between the 

Stratford Festival Theatre and the members of the Kiwanis Community Center: the 

conflict was framed by the town hall as being a neutral one wherein, through a series of 

public forums, they presumed that all parties would be able to reasonably examine the 

problem. Every group was given a chance to express their opinion, and ultimately, in 

what the City called a fair decision, the community center and greens were demolished, 

and construction of the new theatre went underway. However, for the group that one 

could argue had the most to lose – the lawn bowlers and the seniors that used the center – 

the issue was not one that could be solved by examining the pros or cons. Nor was it a 

legislative problem, because technically, the legal owners of the space was the City of 

Stratford, and that means that the city had the final say in what happens on the land. It 

would not be right to say that the loss of this piece of municipal public space that took 

place was a matter of unclear legislation or policy, or even undemocratic, given that each 

party was able to express their thinking through of the matter freely and openly in more 

than one municipal forum. The issue was always that the community center felt they had 

a fundamentally greater claim to the space, due to the fact they had occupied it, used it, 

required it, maintained it, and shared it, for over one hundred years. The lawn bowlers, in 

particular, tended the grounds around the community center, and the greens and turf grass 

on it: “We’ve been tending these greens for over a hundred years. Why can the greens not 

be left where they are now? Takes hard work, and a lot of time to get the greens as good 

as they are now.”125 The primary defences that the lawn bowlers sought out, when the 

Festival theatre announced their intention to acquire the land, was that the land was 
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heritage land (which it indeed was designated by the Stratford Heritage Committee)126, 

that they required it more than the Festival did, and that public land should, in principle, 

not be turned into private, single use space. The municipal framing the conflict at hand as 

one that could be reasonably resolved by weighing the pros and cons of each of two 

equally competing claimants, and then urging both to engage in neutral public debate in 

good faith, presumed or at least supported the illusion that the stakes involved were of 

equal weight if not the same in terms of what they wanted. But for the community center, 

the issue was not legislative in nature at all; this particular space held not only 

sentimental and aesthetic significance, but was also necessary to the success of the club. 

“The Stratford Festival has indicated that rebuilding the Tom Patterson Theatre at its 

current location, near the banks of the Avon River, is essential to its success: “Shouldn't 

the quality of the plays be the essential part of its success? I'm sure the location is 

essential to the success of the community center and the Stratford lawn bowlers club 

since 1915!”127 To reiterate my point from Chapter One, this is an example that I expect 

could be dismissed as a matter of people being unhappy with compromise. But I am 

interested in the processes by which they are being privatized or arbitrated; this is a non-

violent, every day kind of situation. We see community centers being torn down or 

delayed or held by private companies all the time. Just earlier this summer, in July 2020, 

MetroLinx reneged on their promise to donate land back to being publicly owned so that 
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Jane and Finch could have a community center in their area.128 Public spaces are often 

fought over in ways that involve clashing conceptions of the good, or, more often, 

disagreements about the stakes of the issue are. For the residents of Jane and Finch who 

have very little public space available to them and whom most of the residents live in 

poverty, or for the seniors of the Kiwanis Community Center who lost an entire 

dimension of their social life, a heritage site of sentimental value, and a leisure space, it 

may very well be a matter of a clashing conception of the good that is being unfairly 

bracketed.  

2.4 Private, Public, and Interference 

 

I have discussed how political liberalism might operate with regards to navigating 

contested claims of space, and now I would like to examine how it might work with 

regards to the claim that public spaces are disappearing, that they’re becoming “semi-

public” or privately owned,  that they are becoming less accessible, and less open. Liberal 

theory is committed to establishing and maintaining a framework of rights that allows 

individuals to, within reason, pursue their projects free from the interference of others.129 

Public spaces are especially challenging to this framework as it is almost by definition 

that we will experience the highest degree of “interference” from others – neighbours, 

citizens, strangers – in these spaces. As established, an important feature of liberalism is 

the reinforcement of the binary between public and private space, public being the more 
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explicitly political realm, and private being the place where people are, to recall 

Hobhouse, able to more freely live according to the self directing power of the 

personality, and able to discuss more complex and rich moral and metaphysical 

disagreements. My aim here is not to engage in the arguments about whether or not this 

binary exists, nor am I saying that it is not a useful conceptual and practical distinction 

for us to have. Rather, I am interested in the mechanism by which political liberalism 

deals with the uncomfortable fact of interference in public space, in a way that may be 

leaving public spaces vulnerable. The following discussion is motivated by Nancy 

Fraser’s observations on the tendency for the “private” realm to be devalued politically 

due to the way liberalism constructs it.130 I build on her observations and I suggest in turn 

that aspects of political liberalism (such as the discursive aspect with a focus on 

neutrality, as discussed in the previous two sections) is often placed in tension with its 

own principles, especially and particularly in public space, and it deals with that tension, 

and attempts to curb interference by delegating public space to private realms or private 

uses. I am also motivated by Michel Foucault’s observations on territory, surveillance, 

and liberalism when he states that the “game of liberalism – not interfering, allowing free 

movement, laisser faire, passer et aller […] basically and fundamentally means acting so 

that reality develops, goes its way, and follows its own course according to the laws, 

principles, and mechanisms of reality itself.”131 Non-interference and laisser faire within 

the paradigm of liberalism itself naturally reproduces the liberal state, for the liberal state. 
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This commitment of liberalism, of an internally regulated, self monitoring reality that 

upholds its own most base principles, is placed in a particular kind of tension with public 

space, because in public space, you are dealing with plurality; you are interfered with (or 

at risk of being interfered with) and the State is often contending with conflicting 

interests, needs, and aspirations for the space. This section will show that because of the 

commitments to neutrality, bracketing disagreement, and the existing reinforcement of 

the public and private binary coupled with the inability to contend with the reality of 

interference from others, political liberalism may not be the best framework for helping 

us navigate contested public space or preserve public space, because in both instances, it 

may justify the privatization of those spaces.   

In the Rethinking the Public Sphere, Fraser states that the liberal framework 

works hard to maintain strict binaries of private space and public space.132 The distinction 

between the private and the public realms in liberal theory is very important and central 

to the theory’s emphasis on individual rights, being that the private sphere is where our 

individual autonomy and our freedom from state coercion – the freedom to live a life 

according to one’s own view of the good, really unfolds. By contrast, the public sphere is 

characterized as a space where reasonable restraints on rights are in play, and political 

discussions and ideas are in circulation. The public is the place of arbitration, and the 

private is the personal, the place of retreat.  Fraser notes that liberalist thought has always 

been careful to foreground a public sphere being the place where the pluralistic values of 

liberalism unfold, and therefore, where political stakes unfold. However, Fraser argues 

that this implies that the private domain, the domain to which women, or the sick, or the 
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elderly have traditionally been confined, is not public, and therefore not political, or a 

part of the liberal conversation. To delegate the domain of the household, for instance, to 

the private, ignores an entire dimension of labour, of important conversation surrounding 

gender, and political life. Fraser points out that there are essentially two senses in which 

boundaries are erected to render something as “private.” Both of these ways manage to 

obfuscate or dismiss issues that are of concern to minority or subordinate groups. 

“Private” can be understood on the one hand with reference to a market economy (and 

the notion of private property, and ownership), and on the other hand it can also be 

understood as those activities which pertain to “intimate domestic personal life, including 

sexual life.”133  This observation is also supported by the work of second-wave feminist 

philosophers such as Susan Muller Okin, who argues that the maintenance of a private 

sphere as a distinctly apolitical space apart from the public realm functions as a way of 

keeping women out of the public realm, and that these senses of “private” keep important 

and political conversations out of the public domain.134 Fraser herself doesn’t deny the 

existence of the public and private spheres as distinct categories, but she does question 

the assumption that the public sphere is the only place where discussions should (or do) 

happen regarding the common good. 

To build on this critical reading of the binary of public and private space in 

liberalism, and considering it with respect to political liberalism specifically, I submit that 

the way Fraser describes the “private” as a way of keeping issues out of the public 

sphere, also explains how public issues are turned into private ones – and that we can use 
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this to understand how physical public space is often privatized, made literally less 

accessible or open to the public. I consider this turning public-into-private as a way of 

maintaining the liberal state’s structural integrity. In other words, perhaps there is a 

liberal impetus to make public space private, in order to keep such important and political 

conversations out of the public realm, to avoid the kinds of deeper metaphysical 

disagreements that are bound to be constitutive of diverse public life and literal 

intermingling in physical space. Perhaps it is partial consequence of neutrality in political 

liberalism and the deeper issue bracketing that ends us up with this crisis of disappearing 

public spaces or the sharp increase of the presence of POPS and implementation of 

policies in Toronto to increase the number of POPS over public spaces (recall Chapter 

One), because public space is often riddled with conflict that threatens the ability of the 

State to remain neutral. It is because of this tension that public space is allowed to 

become privatized (literally, through procurement of ownership, or through increased 

surveillance and policing.)135 Fraser describes a mechanism by which private life and 

private space remain in the private sphere due to the nature of the ownership or the 

activity.136 Similarly, this tendency of depoliticizing the private in liberalism is what 

allows us to justify the taking public space and turn it private – either in terms of 

ownership or activity, or both. It is a way of avoiding the natural interference and tension 

that is a by product of the diversity of life and, frankly, occasionally uncomfortable fact 

of having to share space with others you do not agree with, a tension that political 
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liberalism struggles to contend with. In the following two subsections, I will first look at 

defensive design as a means of making public space private, and then will examine the 

transfer of ownership to private ones as another means. I conclude that not only are these 

ways of resolving tensions of interference in public space, but that this resolution is also 

connected to how the liberal state imports ideas of legitimate space use; that is, space that 

allows for this liberal laissez faire movement through keeping the peace, or through 

making space explicitly purposeful – such as making it profitable – and condoning or 

condemning other uses accordingly. In this way, privatization of a public space makes 

that space, which previously held more potential for being changeable in its capacities to 

our communities, becomes restricted, and myopic.  

 

  

 

 

2.4.1 Defensive Design and Activity  

 

To explain this further, let us return to the example I brought up in Chapter One, 

of the increase in what scholars call “defensive design” in public spaces, which are 

designs placed in public spaces intended to deter undesirable groups or behaviours. I 

submit this is an example of taking public space and rendering it private, in the way that 

Fraser describes, through a restriction of the kinds of activities that are allowed to take 

place there. Examples of defensive design include “anti-homeless” sleeping spikes, bars 

placed over benches to discourage sleeping, metal bolts on curbs to prevent 
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skateboarding– and more sophisticated ones, such as the installation of devices that emit 

high frequency sounds, or shine unpleasant lights, to deter youth and “rough” sleepers. 

The constant playing of classical music, too, has been implemented in public spaces 

because it is “civilizing.”137 An absence of amenities, too, can be considered a form of 

defensive design, to discourage people from lingering there. Dundas Square in Toronto, 

for instance, is often referred to as a space with “ghost amenities,” and thus hostile 

because it is so empty of shade, a place to sit, or public facilities.138  

A liberal defense of defensive design is that it may helping place the “reasonable 

restraints” on rights that Fraser notes is a characteristic aspect of public space, by 

preventing what designers refer to as anti-social behaviour.139 Defensive design did, 

indeed, emerge out of a desire to create spaces that felt safe. The overarching design 

principle is called Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design, or CPTED, and it is 

inspired by Jane Jacob’s idea of “eyes on the street” – meaning that crime is likely to go 

down when people are invested in the public spaces we each inhabit. This kind of natural 

surveillance can create feelings of safety as people feel aware of both watching and being 

watched by others.140  However, it has been taken up by more centralized and carceral 

arms of liberal governments. For instance, the government website of the Royal Canadian 

 
137 Marie Thompson, “To Soothe or Remove? Affect, Revanchism and the Weaponized Use of 
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Mounted Police has a section that encourages specific public space features for reducing 

crime and fear using CPTED methods, aimed specifically at increasing “territoriality” 

(which is a kind of vigilance over property protection and encouraging community 

policing), “surveillance,” “hierarchy of space” (through emphasizing private versus 

public ownership), protecting the space aesthetically (the example they use is by keeping 

it clean of graffiti) and making design decisions that minimizes the “use of space by 

conflicting groups,” to best “encourage use by legitimate users.”141  

Public space researcher Cara Chellew argues of defensive design that “its 

mundanity makes it innocuous, and its common sense approach makes it pervasive,”142 

and points out that what counts as a legitimate user of a public space is not clear. While 

violent behaviour, or something like hate speech in public spaces very obviously, in a 

liberal conception, infringes on the rights of others – by either causing or inciting harm or 

limiting the rights of others, this would fall under the category of reasonable restraint. But 

these are not the kinds of activities, at least primarily, that defensive design is aimed at 

curbing.143 Primarily, public spaces are increasingly built discourage more boisterous 

activities, like skateboarding, or specific groups of people, such as people experiencing 

homelessness.144 Certain practices of CPTED involve removing or modifying amenities 

in public spaces (such as removing bathrooms, or resting places, or making them 

 
141 RCMP. An Introduction to Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design for architects, 
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unpleasant to be in), which ends up reducing the overall number of people in the public 

space, and in turn, reducing the number of people freely accessing the space – reducing 

the number of people invested in the overall safety of the community, or to put it simply, 

less “eyes on the street.”145  By making spaces undesirable for use, she argues, we are 

also then reducing the overall number of users in the space; we are making the space less 

public.146  

 

 

 

2.4.2 Ownership 

 

Defensive design is one example of the mechanism by which liberalism attempts 

to manage the fact of interference in public spaces, but not the only one. Again, a central 

feature of political liberalism is freedom through the maintenance of peace, by 

constraining our conversations and keeping difficult, more private conversations out of 

the public realm; one way that we could avoid these messy, potentially illiberal 

contestations about public space is by literally rendering public spaces private through 

explicit transfers of ownership. Because political liberalism is a contract-based and 

legalistic theory, the idea that something can be purchased or acquired, so long as the 

terms are reasonable, is a non-issue. In the case of the lawn bowlers and the community 
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center, part of the problem was that the space was changing ownership from being a 

publicly owned and therefore mixed use space, to a privately owned, single use space. 

Allowing for public spaces to become private or even semi-private is one way that liberal 

rule is arguably able, in Foucault’s words, to “allow[…] circulations” (meaning, free 

movement of people or things through space, here he is speaking of cities) to still exist, 

“controlling them, sifting the good and the bad, ensuring that things are always in 

movement [...] but in such a way that the inherent dangers of this circulation are 

cancelled out.”147  I am not saying that embracing measures of security in public spaces 

are necessarily bad. But what I am hoping to draw out here is the particular way that the 

political liberal’s commitments means an embracing of certain measures that may seem 

like common sense, non-issue strategies of maintaining the peace, but when applied to 

practical matters, especially and perhaps specifically matters involving public space, we 

can see that liberalism tends towards privatization of public spaces, both through the 

discourse itself, and as a means of limiting interference. Consider the Community Center 

again; this was a case where the terms of the contestation led to privatization. The space 

was privatized through the discursive, liberal democratic process. And, once a space is 

made private either by changing, again invoking Fraser here, the ownership or the 

activity, the space is no longer politically contested. It becomes the domain of whoever 

(or whatever) is in “charge” of it, whoever owns it. And as such, they have the freedom to 

direct that space or manipulate that environment however they see fit.  This also ties into 

the liberal idea that there are more legitimate uses of public space than others; uses that 

fulfil or readily fit into the internal structure of liberalism are deemed as more legitimate 
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uses of that space. I will explore this liberal tendency of privatization of public space for 

the purposes of legitimate use and ultimately productivity (specifically capitalism) in the 

following section.  

 

2.5 Primitive Accumulation, Property, and Use 

 

Certain uses of a public space are deemed societally more or less legitimate than 

others. Some of these uses make sense with regards to genuine concerns to public safety, 

but more often, they are methods of dealing with contention, and I argue reactionary 

notions of security.148 These often function together to produce the conditions that enable 

the privatization of public space, and are bolstered by the expectation that reasonable 

restraints will be placed on conversations in the public sphere, such that deeper 

metaphysical disagreements for which there is no easy or clear answer will not produce 

illiberal power talk. I will also explore two theories of Original Acquisition of Property in 

the beginning of Chapter Three next chapter, but for now, I want to make explicit the link 

between the features of liberalism’s general approaches to public space, and capitalism, 

by briefly discussing primitive accumulation of capital, and how this further entrenches 

the process by which public spaces can be (justifiably, under the liberal conception) 

privatized and rendered productive. Because primitive accumulation describes how 

capitalism needs to accumulate land specifically, it will be a useful term to explore in 

relation to public space.  
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Marx describes primitive accumulation as the process of the transformation from 

feudalism into capitalism, where groups of people are forcibly transformed into wage 

labourers.149 It began with monarchs letting out land to gentry, who would then be 

allowed to enclose the land and forcibly remove the population, creating “landless 

proletariats.”150 Once this land was acquired, the land could then be placed into the 

“privatized mainstream of capital accumulation.”151 This was a method of forcing 

peasants into selling their labour; if they wanted to remain on the land, they would need 

to work. If they would not or could not work, they would be shepharded into the nearby 

cities, where they would again, be forced to sell their labour. Again: capitalism requires 

the accumulation of land in order to function, and liberalism contains within it 

mechanisms that support the process of land being privatized. This idea of primitive 

accumulation is important to our discussion on public space because it makes the 

connection between classical liberal conceptions of property and capital, and the ascribed 

valuableness of space insofar as it supports uses that uphold these conceptions.  

Borrowing from Margaret Kohn’s assertion that territory is land already 

transformed into territory by the assertion of sovereignty,152 we can say that public space 

is transformed into property by the assertion of liberalism. This seems obviously true but 

I think is important in the next step of centering land back into our discussions on public 
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space. The liberal tendency towards privatization, then, can be understood as a form of 

primitive accumulation of, perhaps, the urban commons, or urban space, because public 

space is land. This is certainly intuitive with the cases where public spaces do become 

explicitly private or semi-private through ownership, and through very obvious 

limitations on space use, for instance, through defensive design. And with respect to 

spaces that are still publicly owned, I argue that we can still understand the connection 

between property and use-value as connected to capitalism because of the way 

behaviours are policed, and unsavory activities are controlled or not allowed, and how 

they relate to wanting to keep 1) “unproductive” people out of the spaces, and 2) not 

discourage consumers from shopping or going into stores in the area near the public 

space, and thus 3) displacing people from those spaces.153 Positively framed, urban 

theorist Sharon Zukin calls the process “domestication by cappuccino,” referencing a 

successful revitalization strategy for Bryant Park in New York city which involved 

deliberately increasing the chances for shopping, as well as increasing the number of 

security guards.154 On the other hand, restriction to freely “exist”, as David Harvey puts 

it, in space, is limited by your ability to conform, consume, and produce; and all of this 

impacts your ability to participate in democracy.155 Urban planner and policy theorist 

Tridib Banerjee argues that collectively, “the shopping malls, corporate plazas, arcades, 

gallerias, and many such contrived or themed settings create an illusion of public space, 
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from which the risks and uncertainties of everyday life are carefully edited out.”156 

Spaces like malls, Starbucks, gated communities or clubs that require a membership fee 

are all examples of “third spaces”157 – these spaces indicate the ever growing 

stranglehold capitalism has on our society;158 we have the illusion that we are together, in 

public spaces, but with so many of these experiences of togetherness happening in 

privately owned spaces, our experience is heavily mediated. Without everyday life and its 

little inconveniences, the moments of brushing up against others, the spaces that allow for 

someone to exist freely without having to purchase something, for instance -- we are 

developing an increasingly narrow view of what a “public” even looks like. Privatized 

public spaces certainly provide a convenient method for the capitalism to prevent the 

conditions of solidarity and political organizing and gathering.  

 

2.6 Two Objections 

 

There are two potential rebuttals that I could see coming up with respect to my 

attention towards liberalism specifically. The first is that liberalism, importantly, contains 

within it mechanisms that justify civil disobedience. If it were the case that situations 

surrounding public space were unjustly leading to groups being denied access or spaces 

being privatized, how does the mechanism of civil disobedience not prove to be 
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sufficient? I will explore this rebuttal first. The second rebuttal I will explore has to do 

with another potential liberal position that also maintains that state neutrality is not 

possible, and just grants that there are certain goods the state should hold as being goods 

the community can strive towards.  

 

2.6.1. Civil Disobedience  

 

This section will explore how when it comes to public space, we need a more 

agonistic approach than what Rawls offers in his articulation of the role and justification 

for civil disobedience. For Rawls, civil disobedience is “a nonviolent, public, 

conscientious yet political act contrary to law,” usually done to bring about “change in 

the law or policies.”159 He argues that by engaging in civil disobedience, a minority group 

could force the majority group to, through the common sense view of justice, considering 

the legitimacy of the minority group. He lays out the criteria for when civil disobedience 

is allowed according to three principles: 1) that it is in response to a clear and substantial 

injustice – mainly, one where liberty is being violated, 2) that it is used only as a last 

resort, having exhausted the other available liberal procedures put in place, and 3) that it 

is done alongside other minority groups.160  

We can see that Rawls offers us a legitimacy-based approach – meaning, there are 

certain injustices more legitimate than others – to allowing for civil disobedience. He 
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does not give a clear and specific definition of what exactly counts as a clear and 

substantial injustice, and yet restricting it to instances of violated liberty is arguably both 

too vague and too restrictive. It is not always clear to the government or to society what 

counts as an injustice. Certainly, the loss of the Community Center would not be counted 

as an injustice by the town hall or by those who had financial stakes in the transformation 

of the space into a profitable and single use space, but that does not mean no injustice 

took place. The loss of access to the space, as the seniors argued, greatly impacted their 

quality of life, and the destruction of the surrounding environment including the turf grass 

meant destroying something that the seniors had, for generations, put their energy, their 

time, and their care into. Most public space losses, for that matter, or public space 

arguments are not seen as a great injustice, because the liberal state views them as being 

on the spectrum of things liberalism can effectively arbitrate and understand. On Rawls’ 

account, the liberal state and the appeal to common sense is still what is adjudicating the 

legitimacy of claims. Rawls also notes that militancy, which is very different from civil 

disobedience, is when one believes the entire structure is unjust;161 but does that not make 

it very easy for the state or the majority to argue that any instance of civil disobedience 

that it did not understand is a form of militancy? And what, then, about something like 

the rail blockades that took place in February of 2020 in Canada as an action against the 

RCMP invading Wet’su’weten lands, on behalf of a fracked gas company?162 Or the 78 

day long 1990 Siege of Kanehsatà:ke, when the Canadian military tried to remove the 
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Mohawk people, to make way for a golf course over sacred landspace?163 Both were 

instances where Indigenous people stood up to the government sending in their police 

and military forces trying to forcibly remove them from their lands for profit. In these 

instances where I think that if we accept the legitimacy of the land claims of the 

Indigenous people, we can see that there is a very clear example of a government 

behaving unjustly, but even then, if we are to follow Rawls’ notion of civil disobedience, 

because these protests involved the physical blocking of infrastructure, which 

“interfere[ed] with the civil liberties of others,” this ultimately undermined the legitimacy 

of law beyond the acceptable scope of civil disobedience, for Rawls.164 Ultimately, this 

model of civil disobedience assumes that the state and the majority will be able to 

understand using “common sense” that there is harm being done, but with serious 

injustices, often it is not the case that you even have the majority on your side, let alone 

the state.  

 

2.6.2 Liberal Perfectionism 

 

Let us look at a perfectionist liberal approach, to see if it moves us away from the 

problems I described above with political liberalism and its focus on maintaining 

neutrality. It is true that a liberal approach becomes more complicated when considering 
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whether or not there are set teleological goods towards which humans naturally orient 

themselves; in other words, is there a human good or flourishing towards which we strive 

and which does not differ across individuals, and which should be maintained by the 

state? Perfectionist liberalism is described by philosopher Jonathan Quong as follows: “It 

is at least sometimes permissible for a liberal state to promote or discourage particular 

activities, ideals, or ways of life on grounds relating to their inherent or intrinsic value, or 

on the basis of other metaphysical claims.”165 In her paper “Perfectionist Public Space: A 

Political Philosophy,” Ferdman, a liberal perfectionist,166 rejects the political liberal 

position for the case of the Swiss ban on Minarets. She argues that the political liberalist 

position, in this instance, compared harms between “traditionalists/indigenes with harms 

to modernizers/newcomers,” which (similar to what I argued above) invokes reasons that 

are grounded in a particular view of the good, and are not neutral.167 She also criticizes 

“freedom of exit” as a makes an argument for political liberalism. She argues that the 

idea that people should be free to “vote with their feet and move to a locality which 

matches their tastes and preferences”168 and that any old place can accommodate a 

conception of the good, denies the very real place based attachments that people develop 

over time. Ferdman thus argues for a perfectionist approach, which can be seen as a 

development of social, political virtues where we aspire to exercise our capacities by 
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pursuing goals that are general, diverse, cooperative, and complex. Generality means that 

one has a prudent, hierarchical structure to their goals. They have general goals, and then 

smaller ones within those. Setting general goals are how one actualizes their potential in 

living a characteristically good human life. Diversity means having a life with varied 

activities. Cooperation refers to the way that communities often excel in collaboration 

with one another rather than in isolation; not to mention, cooperation, Ferdman argues, 

encourages the development of the individual. And finally, complexity, which means not 

shying away from challenging work or situations, so as to be striving for excellence. 

Ferdman argues that a perfectionist-supportive environment is going to be best fostered in 

a multi-use space, because they provide more opportunities to exercise these capacities in 

diverse ways.169  

I take issue with a couple of Ferdman’s points. Ferdman is arguing that liberal 

perfectionism is better than liberal neutrality in terms of navigating public space, but she 

does so by assuming a particular image of public space, which, as we have seen when we 

unpack the idea of public space, is particularly complex. She says that “public space is 

not merely an area that is not privately owned,”170 and discusses good design, but takes 

public space to be important only insofar that it promotes these virtues she is speaking of.  

It is not clear that this viewpoint would stop the liberal privatization process, nor the 

particular kind of relationship public space has to capitalism – it seems like insofar that 

they supported the values she describes, they could be any kind of ownership at all. Her 

view seems to take for granted that public space is the ideal place where these values 
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could be imparted, which makes me wonder how she would respond to spaces that were 

not poorly designed, or were in poor areas. Would these kinds of public spaces be easier 

to justify privatization or gentrification, if they aren’t already explicitly productive or 

“domesticated”?171 There is an additional problem where she does not address issues of 

public space contestation due to false claims of legitimacy. That public space should be 

distributed or ordered along the lines of virtuous governments is still too abstract from the 

land itself, and reveals that liberalism does not center land and space in a way that could 

ever appropriately attend to issues of land and space. Political theorist Margaret Moore 

describes the typical liberal approach to land, which is to argue along the lines that 

“typically over time, the people or group who are deprived of their land are often able to 

adjust their perspective to the new situation,”172 but what if that is not the case? 

Furthermore, any conception of the good, in order for it to be in line with the main tenets 

of liberal thought, be it a perfectionist approach or a political approach (being that, within 

reason, the state cannot interfere with pursuit of the individual good as a self determining 

agent) still requires some form of negotiation. Democratic systems are constantly 

negotiating and challenging concepts of the good, or concepts of justice. The negotiation 

of concepts and challenging these deeper metaphysical claims - such as an imposed 

model of a liberal good - is crucial in the creation of peace; peaceful existence does not 

occur by some accident, and liberal societies do not manifest themselves from a series of 

principles.  
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2.7 Towards Alternative Conceptions 

 

I have shown that there are a sufficient number of reasons to consider a different 

approach to public space other than what liberalism offers. The particular qualities of 

public space and the fact that it is land means it is always vulnerable to the hegemony of 

liberalism. The emphasis on neutrality, bracketing conversations, and tendencies of 

privatization help create some of this vulnerability, but even if we used a liberal 

framework that did not have these particular qualities, we would still have to contend 

with the displacement of spatiality in favour of more abstract norms, obscuring the truth 

that public space is land.  As established in Chapter One, liberalism tends to “operate 

without reference to territory.”173 Political theorist and geographer Stuart Elden argues 

that even ideas of rights and sovereignty do not really grasp the nature of land or 

territory. Sovereignty, he points out, is exercised over subjects, not over things.174 

Democracy and liberalism is linked to space, but land begins to disappear in favour of 

incorporated concepts (like the idea of a nation-state) that eventually replace other space 

based considerations, like relations to land, habitation, circulation of people, and the 

conflicts that happen. As we just saw, there is an idea that a conception of the good can 

be found anywhere, and Ferdman disagreed and did note the importance of place based 

attachments; but even that was insofar that space was able to mediate experiences for 

 
173 Stuart Elden, Understanding Henri Lefebvre (A&C Black, 2004). 236 
174 Stuart Elden, Terror and Territory: The Spatial Extent of Sovereignty. (University of Minnesota 
Press, 2009) .12 - 16 
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people to reach their highest capacity. Public spaces problems should be thought of as 

problems that liberalism inherently has with interference, and with unproductive, 

unpredictable land; our approaches to public space outside of liberalism, then, should 

center these truths.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 3: Land Approaches 

 
 

3.1 Framing of Positive Argument 

 
 

I have a few reasons for wondering if it is possible to conceptualize public space 

as land outside of ownership. One is, practically speaking, I am unconvinced that an 

owned public space will provide us with the kind of flexibility we need in a public space 

to be able to deliver the kind of protests or revolutionary actions we may need to address 

deep injustices in society. Whether a public space is owned privately, by a state, or 

collectively, there is always the risk of “unruly” uses being crowded out, or defaulting to 

utilitarian ideas of space use, and the possibility that the hierarchized relationship 
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between owners and users structurally invites conflict. Another reason I have is that 

conceptually, I wonder if there is some kind of benefit in conceiving of public space as 

something we have collective stewardship over, rather than ownership, and I believe that 

the two may have useful distinctions. I am not saying that ownership is bad, or that 

private property rights are in themselves a problem; certainly, there are arguments to be 

made for the need for private property rights, from a social justice standpoint.175 For 

instance, specifically with regard to public space, there is additionally an argument to be 

made that homelessness and the sleeping in public spaces would be addressed by the 

securing of private property.176 I would agree that private property rights are a way of 

resolving these harms, but I am not convinced they are the only way. My desire to 

approach public space from positions that do not assume it is property at least in the 

traditional liberal sense is both to try and navigate us away from the liberal privatizing 

tendencies that are reducing access to public spaces, and to re-center the idea of “land” in 

the discussions on public space. I believe that examining approaches that center land over 

liberal ownership of land would give us better tools, from a social justice perspective, 

with regards to navigating the problems surrounding public space.  

I first complete my examination of liberalism by looking at three ways in which 

property is originally acquired, so we can really clearly see that the treatment of land 

 
175 Desmond King, “Forceful Federalism against American Racial Inequality,” Government and 

Opposition; Cambridge 52, no. 2 (April 2017): 356–82, 
http://dx.doi.org.subzero.lib.uoguelph.ca/10.1017/gov.2016.52. 361 The role that denying Black people of 
property rights in America, such as the practice of “red-lining” cities, and not following through on their 
promise of reparations, which included land, for instance, is a central feature of how the massive poverty 
gap between Black people and white people arose, and is a very compelling argument for the justification 
of private property rights as a means of amending some of these deep injustices.  

176 Christopher Essert, “The Nature and Value of Public Space,” 25. 
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under liberalism is necessarily one that tends towards productivity. I will closely examine 

first the labour model of acquisition proposed by John Locke, followed by John Stuart 

Mill’s argument of Original Appropriation through utility, and finally, the concept of 

adverse possession and its role in liberal thought. After examining these theories of 

Original Appropriation of Property, I move to the positive aspect of my thesis: the land 

approaches to space. I first examine the theory of Solidarism, which proposes that the 

division of labour under capitalism produces a social product that ought to be distributed 

in the form of social goods by landowners. I then consider Aldo Leopold’s A Sand 

County Almanac, and the ethical, ecological considerations that are often left out of the 

framings of public space. A better ability to see the greater ecological interests of the 

public spaces we inhabit, such that we can consider their needs, in turn, benefits us. 

Finally, I describe an Indigenous approach to land and explore how that would effect 

public space. Accepting the premises offered by an Indigenous approach inherently 

challenges the entire stability of the liberal settler-colonial state. If we accept this 

premise, which this thesis does, then it would follow that the repatriating public spaces – 

and therefore land –  especially in cities, where Indigenous people face incredible rates of 

incarceration and violence,177 would be a crucial step towards decolonization. This is the 

most antithetical position to liberalism. Rather than arguing strongly in favour of any of 

these three views, I want to illustrate how these views have possibilities for treatments of 

public space that are fundamentally different than what a liberal position can offer us, and 

 
177 “Home,” Land Back: A Yellowhead Institute Red Paper, accessed July 31, 2020, 

https://redpaper.yellowheadinstitute.org/. Web.  
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potentially more capable of attending to the variable and complex nature of public space 

and all its contestations. 

3.2 Original Appropriation of Property 

 

3.2.1. Labour 

 
In Chapter Two, I briefly introduced the notion that land was common to all, for 

Locke, and that being born as human into the world gave one dominion over other life. 

And in this natural state, all of mankind is equal, and they have an equal right to a set of 

natural rights – namely, the rights to life, liberty, and possessions.178 Possessions are a 

natural right, for Locke, because it would be necessary in order to secure some 

possessions in order to live. Property, for Locke, only occurs through the process of 

appropriating that which is common to all; because you labour on it, and because you 

mingle your essence with it, it becomes yours. I suggested was that liberalism acts to 

cultivate land, because it takes possessions and private property to be a natural right. I 

will now briefly summarize LTP as follows. God gave all of nature to humankind in 

common.179 Every person thus had equal rights to gather the various resources of nature 

for themselves. Through this process of “appropriating,” as Locke puts it the item (Locke 

uses an apple as an example) becomes yours, but not the tree you picked it off, because 

that is still held in common. If you caught a fish, then the fish becomes yours, but not 

 
178 John Locke, Two Treatises of Government - Of Civil Government, Bk.2, Chap 2, "On The State of 

Nature", §4,6,14, Chap 5, "Of Property", §26 (London : Whitmore & Fenn) (1821). pp. 189, 191, 199, 209. 
Web.  

179 Locke, II:25 
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necessarily the pond you caught it in. Ownership happens, in this theory, through the 

labour of making something available for personal use, when someone “hath mixed his 

labour with it.”180 You could do anything you wanted with the items you acquired, 

because they became yours, except you could not let them be wasted. But how is it, then, 

that if you are able to own the apple but not the tree it came from, or the fish but not the 

pond you caught it in, do we end up with private property? Because, for Locke, anything 

can become private property through this process of labour, but in order to do so, that 

particular thing would need to have your labour mingled with it. To own the apple tree, 

you would need to begin, perhaps, trimming and pruning, and caring for it, before you 

could make the claim that it as well as what it produced was yours. This is how someone 

is able to come to privately own previously? commonly held land. Were someone to till 

the land, work the land, or cultivate the land, this would be that same process by which 

someone comes to own it. This is how land, for Locke, goes from being commonly held 

land to private property.  

There are two provisos that Locke places on acquiring land. One is that you 

cannot produce more on the land than you can reasonably use, and the second (and more 

famous of the two) is that you can only make land private if “enough and as good is left 

for others.”181 Finally, once the original appropriation of the land has taken place, these 

provisos no longer need to be exercised, and the person who owns the land can pass it to 

whomever they like, and the subsequent owners do not need to labour to obtain it.182 

 
180 Ibid., II:27 
181 Ibid., II:27 
182 Ibid., II:29 
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However, such as with the apple and the fish, Locke saw the improvement of land as a 

duty from God; while they did not need to labour to obtain it, they were not allowed to let 

it go to waste. Because Locke argues that God did not intend for land to remain common 

and uncultivated, this means that the land must be constantly being used in some 

capacity, and certain uses were, for Locke, more legitimate than others when it came to 

land.183 This is significant because Locke did agree that “with the emergence of money 

and markets,” land use was not following either of these provisos, But, he ultimately 

justified markets and money dictating what happened with land use through arguing that 

the privatised land was still far more productive than land held in common, and that there 

was still enough common land throughout the world, such as the “vacant places of 

America.”184 To elaborate on this last point, not seeing the Iroquois people as being 

legitimate users of the land is largely what justified Locke’s vision of America as being 

in a “state of nature.” This is, historically, how this proviso was used to deny land rights 

to Indigenous peoples. 

When it comes to Turtle Island, or what we commonly call North America, Locke 

argued that it was not enclosed, that it was vacant, and that anyone there was already 

living in a state of nature. He describes people “wandering around”185 without any sense 

of territory. Recall that Locke argues land was given in common to all mankind; this 

makes it very easy for Locke to have justified settler-colonialism, because mankind was a 

kind of universal citizen with the right to any space at all, so long as it wasn’t already 

 
183 Ibid., II:32 
184 Ibid., II:36 
185 Ibid., II:36 
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somebody else’s: “for Locke, the entire edifice of settler colonialism through the 

delocality of humans and land—the human being is a universal being that has no 

particular relationship or manifestation in particular places or land.”186 James Tully has 

argued that what Locke describes as being uncivilized and uncultivated lands were 

actually, on Tully’s account, genuine alternatives to the Lockean individual rights and 

property theories that bolster so much of the liberal theory we have today. Tully points 

out that “Locke defines property in such a way that the Amerindian customary land use is 

not a legitimate type of property.”187 Locke took a lack of physical enclosure (fences), the 

nomadic and/or more temporary nature of land management (instead of consistently 

making it productive) and the communal ownership to be evidence that the land was 

being wasted.188 We can see from this analysis that Lockean conceptions of property 

acquisition favour privatization as a more legitimate means of owning that property. 

Liberalism imports ideas of right use, a correct way for a space to be productive; recall 

my conclusion in Chapter Two that it is in part because of this underpinning, that public 

space under liberalism is at particular risk of being privatized, often through the 

mechanisms of liberalism, which enable it to protect its own values of neutrality, 

bracketed discourse, and the primacy of private, apolitical space, where one does not 

have to worry about contested space use, or security, or interference from others. 

Liberalism, while arguing that it does value public space, only values it insofar that it 

 
186 Burkhart, 34 
187 James Tully, “Rediscovering America: The Two Treatises and Aboriginal Rights,” ed., G.A.J 

Rogers, Locke’s Philosophy: Content and Context (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1994) 
188 John Douglas Bishop Reviewed work(s):, “Locke’s Theory of Original Appropriation and the Right 

of Settlement in Iroquois Territory,” Canadian Journal of Philosophy 27, no. 3 (1997): 311–37. 318 
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provides the literal ground for civic engagement and the possibility of productivity; it 

does not operate with reference to the locality of the land itself, because it has inherited 

notions that land is merely property in the making.  

3.2.2 Utility  

 

It could also be argued that, given that Locke has a specifically duty-based 

approach to property, in that there is an imperative to make the land productive, a branch 

of liberalism could still work for public space if it had less of the imperative to constantly 

be “improving” the land (through privatization) because it is God’s will. So, for argument 

sake, to counter Locke, let us very briefly consider an argument from another classical 

liberal, and look at utilitarianism in the tradition of John Stuart Mill. Mill saw liberalism 

as having “one very important principle,” which was that the only time power can be 

exercised over another person is to prevent them from doing harm to others189  and that as 

“soon as any part of a person’s conduct affects prejudicially the interests of others, 

society has jurisdiction over it”190. Mill argued in keeping with the tradition of utilitarian 

thinkers that property and law were co-constitutive, and that if law did not exist, neither 

would property. Recognizing the existence of property is “a matter of human institution 

solely.”191. While Locke saw property as being a natural right, Mill saw property as being 

 
189 John Stuart Mill, The Basic Writings of John Stuart Mill, I-9 "On Liberty" 2002 Online Modern 

Library pbk. ed (New York: Modern Library, 2002).  
190 Ibid., I-9 
191 John Stuart Mill, The Collected Works of John Stuart Mill, Volume II - The Principles of Political 

Economy with Some of Their Applications to Social Philosophy, Book II – I “On Property” ed. John M. 
Robson (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1965).  
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a by-product of a political system that legislated it.192 For Mill, the state of nature for 

humans is that it is sociable; we are born into community with others, and one has to 

“[voluntarily] abstract” from this social sense in order to view himself as an individual.193 

Rather than conforming to nature, which is wild, changeable, and egoistic, humans ought 

to abandon self serving motives that may harm the community (recall The Tragedy of the 

Commons) and become servants of and to the wellness of their community, for the 

benefit of everyone overall. Any government, Mill argued, ought to be the kind of 

government that would instill in its citizens the kinds of virtues that would enable them to 

be such generous and thoughtful citizens, which they would ascertain through the process 

of Mill’s utilitarian calculation for everyone (excluding slaves) interests and needs.194 

Mill observes that generally, with property (or at least with property in the sense of an 

apple one picks) “the recognition in each person of a right to the exclusive disposal of 

what he or she may have produced by their own exertions.”195 However, with land, it is 

not that one labours over it in order for it to be theirs. This, for Mill, must be negotiated 

in the form of a binding contract.196  Mill’s is, therefore, still at least in part a theory of 

labour, but not exclusively, and the motivation for that labour is a little different. Rather 

than it being an unalienable natural right conferred to us from God, and then created 

through the act of labour, as it is with Locke, it is a matter of legislative agreement that 

 
192 Ibid. 
193 Mill, John Stuart. (1861). “Utilitarianism.” Reprinted in James M. Smith and Ernest Sosa (Eds.), 

Mill’s Utilitarianism, (pp. 31-88). Wadsworth Publishing Company Inc. 1969. 
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arises from and in accordance with in your community. This means that if you did not 

have permission from your community, or if through the calculations you came to see 

that in fact conferring property rights to individuals or families was bad for the overall 

community, i.e., decreased the overall utility, you were not entitled to that property. 

Property, and specifically private property as a concept, is dependent completely on 

society. It is utilitarian, because it takes into account, categorizes, and then calculates the 

feelings of society on property.  

So, then, to return to the problem of the liberal state and public space, does a 

utilitarian liberalism help us navigate contested spaces in a way that might favour 

minority groups or groups with “less worthy” uses of space? No, because of the utility 

calculation.  Does it guide us in instances where we want to stop the privatization that is 

occurring in our city’s public spaces? no again, because the feelings of society are the 

determining factor for what can be deemed acceptable. We can see, for instance, from the 

examples of defensive design intended to deter homeless people from sleeping, that there 

is general disdain for those experiencing homelessness. We already know that there are 

prejudicial attitudes in our public spaces; recall Switzerland banning the minarets from 

public spaces in what is transparently an Islamophobic law. But with Mill, there is the 

same kind of problem articulated in Chapter Two, which is that many liberals take for 

granted that society will have progressive or compassionate feelings. But, in practice, we 

over-assign the idea of the principle of harm; while Mill himself may have argued that 

feeling uncomfortable around, say, a homeless encampment in your park, or a protest 

that’s painting the ground, or a group of skateboarding youth, does not amount to harm 

worth restricting their liberties over, the tradition of utilitarianism that follows Mill 
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would. Making a matrix of how people feel about property and then ascertaining what is 

to be done with public space from there gives us justification for the maintenance of the 

status quo based on the feelings around you. With public space, the status quo is a liberal 

illusion because the spaces are diverse (or should be) and any sense that it is somehow 

not diverse is just the effect of the power of the hegemony of liberalism.  

 

3.2.3 Adverse Possession 

 

Adverse possession, or “squatters rights,” is the legal name given to another 

method of Original Appropriation or Property. Adverse possession is defined as a 

‘method of acquisition of title to real property by possession for a statutory period under 

certain conditions.’197 It has Lockean roots, in that it emphasizes the idea that continuous 

use and/or the act of improving land entitles one to it, but it is an interesting, according to 

Margaret Kohn, concept because it is “a way that illegality is transformed into 

legality.”198 Its recognition by the law has both a pragmatic element (viewing property 

rights as something that secures stability and decreases conflict), and a teleological 

element, rooted in the view that property rights are a public good and natural right. 

Contemporary legal scholarship is torn on the good of adverse possession; on one hand, 

there is a liberal utilitarian disagreement with it on the grounds that its supposed benefits 

 
197 Alaina De Biasi, “Squatting and Adverse Possession: Countering Neighbourhood Blight and 

Disinvestment,” City 23, no. 1 (January 2, 2019): 66–82, https://doi.org/10.1080/13604813.2019.1579501. 
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“do not outweigh the cost of rewarding theft.”199 On the other hand (in again a Lockean 

point) it helps keep land and space as productive by “prompting lazy owners to use their 

land or sell it off, […] while rooting off stale land claims.”200 I am including it here 

because it seems clear to me that this seemingly radical idea is not as radical in its 

applications under liberalism: liberalism is often finding loopholes to get around the more 

challenging concepts it builds. Police often do not hesitate to remove homeless 

encampments that could have valid claims of adverse possession; and in Canada and the 

United States, adverse possession claims are becoming harder and harder to make as the 

law raises the bar on the threshold of length of time, or type of use of these spaces.201 

And we can see that adverse possession justifies the mechanisms of colonial taking of 

public spaces, as well, through the idea of inhabiting and “perfecting” a place for long 

enough.  

 

3.3 Solidarism  

 

In The Death and Life of the Urban Commonwealth, Margaret Kohn draws from 

the theory of social property in order to better understand the kinds of struggles over 

public space and access in cities, as struggles of social justice. Solidarism, as described 

by Kohn, is the theory that all members of society have a right to a share of the social 

 
199 De Biasi, 68 
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wealth.202 It explicitly examines takes the city to be the site of the struggles for use, 

access, ownership, and control, but it is more than that; “the city is vibrant and vital 

precisely because it is shared with other people […] the city can be lived as the comedy 

of the commons, where we build something and enjoy it together.”203 Kohn reads 

Thomas Paine, with his pamphlet on Agrarian Justice, to be an early example of a proto-

solidarist. Paine, a classical republican, saw the economic disparity that was developing 

in the United States as a result of unrestricted land ownership. Society required a share of 

what he called “non-landed property.” Paine argued that: 

“Separate an individual from society, and give him an island or a continent 
… and he cannot acquire personal property. He cannot be rich. All accumulation 
of personal property beyond what a man’s own hands produced, is derived to him 
by living in society; he owes on every principle of justice, of gratitude, and of 
civilization, a part of that accumulation back again to society from whence the 
whole came.”204   

 
We can see here that there are elements of the Original Appropriation through 

Utility with Mill – acknowledging that the “affect” of property is contingent on society. 

But where both Mill and Locke differ from Paine, is that both Mill and Locke argue that 

there is a point where the land does become the full personal property of the owner. For 

 
202 Ibid., 15. There are a number of traditions of solidarism. Heinrich Pesch, for example, was a typical 

thinker of the German strain of solidarism, which had more conservative, Christian undertones, and saw 
Solidarism more as a means to restrain capital. For more on this, see Wishloff, Jim. "Solidarist Economics: 
The Legacy of Heinrich Pesch," Review of Business 27 (2), 2006, pp. 33-46.  There is also a strain of 
solidarism that has emerged amongst the French far-right conservative groups as a direct retaliation to 
communism. For more on this, see Jonathan Marcus’ exploration of the relationship between French 
economic conservative thought and solidarism here: Jonathan Marcus, “The National Front and French 
Politics.” New York: New York University Press. pp.36. Margaret Kohn’s interpretation of solidarism is 
more in line with Thomas Paine’s articulation, and she does not represent the entire tradition of thought.  
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Paine, this is not so: one can only possess what the earth yields, but we cannot possess 

the earth itself. There is no point where the land itself becomes yours. Because there is no 

such thing as a truly legitimate claim to possession of the earth, and because it is only 

through society that someone is able to profit off “personal property,” proprietors thus 

owe society a ground-rent.205 The ground rent was then to be redistributed to every man 

and woman, as universal basic income. Versions of this thought circulated throughout the 

19th century, and then was taken up again seriously by the French solidarists, a group of 

leftist theorists in the 1990s following the fall of the Soviet Union, wanted to present 

solidarism as a middle path between “state socialism and market liberalism.”206 They 

build on Paine’s idea and argue that the “ground rent” (an unconditional basic income to 

be paid to all citizens) is not actually a redistribution – “it is an entitlement [that] rests on 

the notion that each member has a legitimate claim on the society’s external resources.” 

The solidarist argues that the modern division of labour creates a social product which 

requires the reconsideration of the right to private property in liberal thought, and means 

that the wealthy owe a debt to society, rather than the other way around. Solidarism 

concedes that private property may be legitimate, but that private property being 

allocated “between state and private control and among citizens” is not.207 

Margaret Kohn relates this to struggles in cities over public spaces. She discusses 

a 2012 conflict  in San Francisco, in a predominantly working class Latino 

neighbourhood, at the Mission Playground, where a stretch of unused grass and concrete 
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was used for decades as the site of informal pick up soccer games.208 The conflict 

occurred when the city, receiving complaints from wealthier newcomers to the area, 

renovated the park, installing artificial turf and lighting, with the onset of nearby condo 

development. In order to make sure everyone got a chance to play on the field, the Parks 

Department then introduced a system of reserving the space to use (which was sometimes 

free, but required permits), and then during “prime time evening slots,” which was when 

people played most often, introducing a “pay to play” system, costing 27$ a game: “By 

providing a credit card, young urban professionals who had moved to the area to work in 

the tech industry were able to jump the queue.”209 The ability to use the space for the 

teens decreased considerably. This system was in placed for two years, culminating in a 

showdown (that one can view on YouTube) wherein the local kids and teens who could 

not pay, and who had been repeatedly asked to leave the space to make room for the adult 

permit holders (the game was between AirBnB vs Dropbox players) prime slots decided 

just to not leave the field when they were supposed to, and then film the results. The adult 

tech workers argued that, firstly, the system of reserving the field was fair and 

straightforward, you did not need to pay to use it every time, just in prime times. 

Secondly, they argued field was not necessarily a public good, it was a city good, and if 

the city had decided to charge access for it after fixing it up to help pay for it, that was 

more than fair. The players were, Kohn argues, using a sovereigntist defense of public 
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space; they had paid for access, fair and square, whereas the teens were appealing to the 

tradition of the space use.210  

This struggle, Kohn argued, could not be easily solved by a typical arbitrating 

approach to solving municipal disagreements, because it was precisely the process of 

liberal democracy’s justification for this space being turned over that was the problem. 

The permit holders were following the rules in a fair manner. But the Latino teens who 

were losing access to a space that had been informally used for years felt that their 

actions were justified by a “non-statist form of rule that more accurately reflected the will 

of the people.”211 Thus, Kohn argues, what is needed is a differently conceived notion of 

the public good – and especially of public spaces, which solidarism could help articulate 

and legislate, through the notion of social product. The wealthy and landowners should 

have to reinvest in society by reinvesting in public goods (such as public transit, or 

housing, or parks, or even, directly supporting UBI) because their wealth was enabled by 

the labour and society they were a part of. They are also a part of the community, and 

supporting the overall health of the community helps them, too. This argument between 

the pick up players and the local teens would not have happened had the motive of 

gentrifying and then commodifying the previously public space not happened – the act of 

commodifying and privatizing created the conflict. If the space was reinvested in as a 

way of paying off “social debt,” then there would not be the impetus to charge for it (and, 

you simply would not be allowed to turn a profit off such a good). This is a model of 

ownership, but it seems to have more of the structure of what we could call stewardship. 
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If we want to have a healthy community and live happily and peacefully, then we need to 

ensure that the things that would allow us to do so are in place, for ourselves and each 

other. Kohn says, “if you want to cultivate your own private garden, then you must 

protect the air quality and the ground water that we all share.”212 Likewise, this is true of 

living amongst others: if we want to be able to enjoy parks, for instance, we need to 

invest in not only keeping them, but invest in the things that keep them pleasurable to 

use; if we do not want to be distressed by skateboarders, for instance, the answer is not 

then to restrict the use of the space. The answer is to invest in a readily accessible 

skatepark nearby. If homelessness or addiction makes you attend a municipal meeting to 

increase surveillance cameras in your local park, perhaps solidarism instead would shift 

the perspective to investing in high quality, low income housing. This approach 1) 

centers the physical space in that it explicitly states one cannot turn a profit off land 

without repaying society to some extent (a more explicitly radical notion of taxation, but 

taxation as it relates to a ground rent), and 2) acknowledges that public goods, including 

public spaces are integral to the overall health of the community. Of course, this is a 

utopic vision; part of the problem is that we are normalized to see the privatization of 

public spaces as a right. But there is good reason to challenge the idea that it is moral to 

allow for public spaces to be privatized. Furthermore, it seems wise to examine systems 

that would be able to stop possible issues of contested space use (such as the soccer 

players in Mission Playground) before they even happen. Solidarism, Kohn argues, 

promotes “an ethos, a way of describing and imagining the world as something which we 
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all share and for which we are all responsible.”213 Public spaces, through solidarism, are 

protected because they are part of the greater commonwealth, the ecosystem of the 

community; they are protected because of the reciprocity between users. Solidarism could 

be an interesting line of thinking to consider, because it itself is not completely 

incompatible with some of the goals or tendencies of liberalism, but rather could help 

challenge the property ownership and privatizing tendencies that liberalism has.  

 

3.3 The Land Ethic  

 

In The Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold argues for an expansion of the notion 

of community to include the land, and the living (and non-living) things on it.214 This 

expansion is necessary to develop a more robust and responsive framework to the reality 

of being a member of a biotic community.  Because the “land-relation is still strictly 

economic, entailing privileges but not obligations,” it is difficult to defend land under 

paradigms that is not, strictly speaking, “productive”.215 Leopold argued that “a thing is 

right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. 

It is wrong when it tends to do otherwise.”216 This axiom is not to be understood in a 

utilitarian way, but in a way that is extended from the care and concern we afford to 

individuals. The same kind of consideration and investment we have in ourselves and 
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each other, to practice extending it to other parts of the ecosystem, would help stabilize 

it, maintain its balance (which we are a part of). I argued that this was the second part of 

how liberalism is able to privatize public space, because it is a way to make it more 

legibly productive; but I argued that this productivity is myopic. When something is 

made private, it is restricted in its capacities both as land, and to the community. Its use 

becomes specific rather than changeable. There is a tendency to see public space as “not 

natural.” And the stakes of losing a stretch of turf and a garden, for instance, to a 

company who paves it over is arguably significant: the change would ecologically take 

hundreds of generations to recover from. Leopold sees this as coming at great cost to 

everyone, arguing that it all starts and end with how our relationship to land as owned 

object is taken up: 

“We find that we cannot produce much to shoot until the landowner 
changes his ways of using his land, and he cannot change his ways until his 
teachers, bankers, customers, editors, governors, trespassers change their ideas 
about what land is for.  To change ideas about what land is for is to change ideas 
about what anything is for.”217 
 

This idea of a holistic approach to viewing is echoed in J. Baird Callicott’s 

Thinking Like a Planet, when he argues against Hume that actually, an injury to a 

community is, in fact, several “aggregate injuries” to its members, which includes us.218 

Recalling Lynda Butler’s position on how property norms have become “pathologized” at 

the expense of the environment,219 because property rights have not been defined “in light 
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of the spatial and temporal dimensions of land use, liberal conceptions of ownership 

have, she argues, “warped our sense of scale” to the point where we do not see property 

as being part of a larger conversation about land.220 We can see that we have become 

habituated to see cities, and public spaces as somehow distinct from or somewhat apart 

from nature. And while it is true that a community center for seniors is a different kind of 

public space, qualitatively, than a park, it may be a mistake to see one as more natural 

than the other. Both facilitate a rich biotic community wherein members have particular 

relationships with that space, and this division of space/nature leads to “disembodied 

geographies of social life” where the space itself becomes secondary in concern, the 

upshot of which we end up missing instances of spatial injustice or environmental 

destruction, dismissing them as not part of our world.221  By separating and identifying 

human activities as being the markers that make a place “space” and not nature is another 

way of denying the various needs and capacities of the biotic community in that space: 

“particular codings of nature as external … underwrite and enable a particularly 

exploitative relationship to nature.”222 Our exploitative relationship to nature can be seen 

when we examine the ways in which public spaces are managed, used, sought after, taken 

away; a public space like the Community Center waterfront and its lawn bowling green, 

for instance, was seen as a space that was not exactly nature through the liberal lens of 

how it was used. But the lawn bowlers did not just express anger that their space was 

being taken – they also expressed deep concern over the effect that the new development 
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would have on the local wildlife. These concerns were dismissed as being not as 

important as the move to make the space more private and thus more contained, and more 

productive; “What about the impact on the wildlife at the river? What will be done to stop 

bird strikes on the glass facade? How will construction affect the turtles?”223 The concern 

for the greater biotic community that makes up our public spaces is important especially 

now, as we recognize the imminent dangers of ecological collapse. To be able to 

recognize and rescue both our physically constructed public spaces and our outdoor 

public spaces is not just a matter of community health, it is arguably a matter of all 

around ecological well being, as we are contiguous with nature. A land-approach to 

public space would ideally take the larger biotic community into consideration when 

considering use and navigating contestations.  

 

3.4 Land as Relation 

 

In Decolonization is Not a Metaphor, Tuck and Yang describe settler moves to 

innocence, which includes, “colonial equivocation,”224 which is when a settler 

equivocates things with colonization, and using anti-colonial critique to be sufficient as a 

method of decolonizing.225 Using Frantz Fanon, they remind us that really, the 

uncomfortable and chaotic task, more important than decolonizing the mind or 

“decolonizing curriculum/pedagogy/universities,”226  is, at its core, relinquishing land and 
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repatriating stolen territory.227 What I want to make very clear that I am not equivocating 

instances of settler loss of public space with settler-colonization. Rather, if we assume the 

position offered by Indigenous perspectives on land as relation, we see that public space 

privatization is an act of ongoing colonial land theft. My intention here is to highlight that 

indeed, these systems are challenging to the Western theories of property, of what land is, 

and what ownership means, as a means to demonstrate that there are alternative methods 

of approaching ownership and land; this will have important bearing on how we talk 

about public space.  

Indigenous land relations and systems of ownership have been misunderstood or 

intentionally ignored by settlers and our institutions. Because “settler colonialism 

destroys in order to replace,”228  it is the case that Indigenous systems of kinship and 

relationality to land are often illegible to the settler state, which has worked hard to 

destroy and replace entire ways of life.229 Our liberal conception of public space, like the 

cities it exists in, already is, of course, a colonial construct. As I argued, public space is 

land – it is contested land – and on Turtle Island, land is ever in the cross hairs of settler-

colonialism. Public spaces sit especially uncomfortably in liberalism, being easily 

subsumed, diffused, devalued, defunded, and disappeared. This has stakes because it is 

land that is always in danger, is mapped out in conflict, and “land is what is most 

valuable, contested, required.”230 As anthropologist Patrick Wolfe says, “Settler 
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colonialism is a structure, not an event.”231 The ongoing occupation and dispossession of 

Indigenous land is an ongoing and systematic, a continuous act of violence as we “settle,” 

and even as we make well intentioned political claims to “reclaim public space” or “take 

back our streets.” I have avoided using this language because I believe it is protest 

language born out of the liberal tradition of viewing public spaces, which situate public 

spaces to be spaces that serve the perpetuation of liberal norms. I believe that it is 

important for us to protect public spaces because of repatriation, meaning, giving back 

the land (for instance, by reverting Crown Title to Indigenous Title).232  

Ishpadinaa, a poem from Islands of Decolonial Love (2016), by Anishinaabe 

activist, academic, and writer, Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, begins thus: 

  

“if i write in small characters no one will notice my grandma’s  

lying on a picnic table in dufferin grove park”.233  

 

The poem describes witnessing the death of an elder in a Toronto park as park 

goers walk by; “dads with jobs and espresso and buggies and couples with indoor scarves 

[...]”.234 This poem speaks to “the multiple ways Indigenous people are made to disappear 

in the city,” drawing special attention to the “micro power relations of public space.”235 
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This poem, like many of Simpson’s works on public spaces and settler infrastructure, 

draw out “the inherent cruelty of private structures […] and their social abandonment of 

those who exist outside tightly drawn lines of kin … as well as their power to transform 

what is ostensibly public space—the city park—into an extension of the private 

sphere.”236 Public spaces are taken for granted to be public to the settler, but for the 

Indigenous people, they are particular places of pain and exclusion. Just earlier this 

summer, in July of 2020, in this very same Dufferin Grove Park to which she refers, the 

police evicted A.I.R. Collective (Afro-Indigenous Rising Collective) who had set up an 

encampment and were occupying the space, providing mutual aid to the nearby homeless 

encampment, and doing teach ins on decolonization and abolition work.237 Parks are 

public spaces, for Indigenous people and activists, arguably, in name only. The totalizing 

power of neoliberalism is effectively mobilized under settler- colonialism, working to 

“restrict, disrupt Indigenous spaces … dividing them into reservations or bisecting them 

with national borders.”238 Public parks are anything but public from this point of view. 

Simpson describes the phenomenal experience of being out in the land, in her traditional 

territory, being confronted by the physical destruction of the ecosystem, “by the 

construction of monster cottages in our campsites and sacred spaces […] by the physical 
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barriers of roads, lift locks, farms […] and by the settler erasure and surveillance that 

reminds me, according to them, I am not supposed to be here.”239  

Dene scholar Glen Coulthard argues that colonial dispossession is not only the 

loss of territory, but also the loss of a particular kind of relationship to land, one that 

informs “Indigenous modalities of place-based resistance,”240 This is what is referred to 

as “grounded normativity.”241 It describes frameworks of living “generated by […] place-

based practices and associated knowledges,”242 informed by and with the land and the 

greater ecological community, which includes the people. It is based on the reciprocity 

that is “inherently informed by an intimate relationship to place.”243 So in this perspective 

of viewing public space, it would not be right to say that the land is in some way 

unowned, but that that very idea of ownership comes with an epistemic and ontological 

field of understanding that does not fit into settler systems. The land is a relation, and in 

some cases, not distinct from Indigenous bodies but contiguous with then, running on a 

spectrum. During the rail blockades this past February during the RCMP occupation of 

Wet’su’weten territory, one of the slogans circulating amongst the social media 

Indigenous activist youth was, “We are the land defending itself.”244 Coulthard argues 
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that what the settler state wants the most is land, and that it will do anything to obtain that 

land. The particular liberal notions of Original Acquisition that inform settler colonialism 

is also informed by capitalism. Coulthard uses Marx’s interpretation of primitive 

accumulation to describe the process: 

… the birth of the capitalist mode of production identifies a host of 
colonial-like state practices that served to violently strip … non-capitalist 
producers, communities, and societies from their means of production and 
subsistence … These formative acts of violent dispossession set the stage for the 
emergence of capitalist accumulation and the reproduction of capitalist relations 
of production by tearing Indigenous societies, peasants, and other small-scale, 
self-sufficient agricultural producers from … the land…245 
 
The act of dispossessing Indigenous people from the land informs the core of 

grounded normativity, which Coulthard says is a struggle: 

… primarily inspired by and oriented around the question of land – a struggle not 
only for land in the material sense, but also deeply informed by what the land as 
system of reciprocal relations and obligations can teach us about living our lives 
in relation to one another and the natural world in non-dominating and non 
exploitative terms.246 

 
Simpson says that grounded normativity (which she sometimes calls “Nishnaabeg 

Intelligence” in her book, As We Have Always Done)247 is a process centered method of 

living with land that is not based on notions of “enclosure, authoritarian power, and 

hierarchy.”248 Nishnaabeg political systems are “not a series of teachings or laws or 

protocols; it is a series of practices that are adaptable” to the needs of the land and the 
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lifeforms on it.249  Land is, Simpson explains, absolutely central to Indigenous life; 

grounded normativity is a way of being and conducting oneself in a way that is generated 

through relations with the land. This is why Tuck and Yang, recalling Chapter One, 

describe land theft as an act of ontological violence. Land is not a “thing”, land is seen as 

extensive, part of the “interconnected procedure of problem solving and community.”250 

The effort of colonization tries to turn grounded normativity into a “mere quaint cultural 

difference,” or contain it so that it does not “impede land acquisition, settlement, and 

resource extraction.”251  But the stakes are such that it could never be a matter of 

compromise; it dispossesses Indigenous people from the land, from each other, and from 

themselves.  

This becomes thorny when combined with other political movements that take 

place in public spaces in cities. Tuck and Yang use The Occupy movement as an example 

of how land is mobilized for expressions of resistance against economic oppression and 

disparities, but at the cost of further marginalizing Indigenous people.252 They argue that 

while it may be anti-capitalist, it is pro-colonial. The movement, calling on settlers to “re-

occupy the streets and the parks” and “take back what was rightfully theirs”, revealed the 

inherent assumptions about land: “that land is property, land is/belongs to the United 

States, land should be distributed democratically, and that […] land can be owned by 

people, and that occupation is a right …”253  A land based approach to public space that 
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acknowledged Indigenous sovereignty could be a positive next step in moving away from 

what Coulthard calls the consistent trap of colonial recognition,254 which he argues is 

neither sufficient for – and actually counterintuitive to justice.255 Challenging the ways in 

which liberal systems attend to public space is an important step towards Indigenous 

justice; the settler-colonial, liberal, and capitalist methods of navigating public space 

actually make “Indigenous disappearance […] axiomatic to urban space, and its processes 

of seeing.”256  

 

 

3.5 Deterritorializing Public Space 

 

I have considered various theories that provide alternative methods of 

conceptualizing ownership instead of through the methods liberalism typically does. I 

now want to consider instances of public space use that are, indeed, challenging to the 

integrity of the liberal state, because of the way they have been taken up as “lines of 

flight,” meaning leaping into the unknown257 both conceptually and literally by people, to 

 
254 “Colonial recognition” is a topic that I will not explain in detail, but will briefly explain here: It is 
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Coulthard argues this is in effect a way for the settler-colonial state to do everything in its power to avoid 
doing the thing that Indigenous people are asking for, which is judicial power for Indigenous people, their 
right to self determination, and land repatriation, because these are the things that threaten the stability of 
the settler-colonial state the most. 
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better suit their purposes; they have been in effect, deterritorialized. These are terms from 

philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s text, A Thousand Plateaus, and I think 

they capture something significant about the nature of public spaces. To briefly explain, 

deterritorialization and lines of flight are simply ways to explain the processes of change 

and transformation in ideas, in things – without referring to dialectical or dualistic logics. 

It is a way of examining things as being in unstable states of flow; a park is a park insofar 

that we have a particular idea of a park. But as we have seen, a park also becomes a 

home, protest site, a neighbourhood, even; and the park always had this capacity as part 

of what it was, and once this process of thinking (realizing the homeless population in 

your park counts as members of your neighbourhood or community) or acting (putting up 

an encampment) starts, we are on a line of flight. We are no longer looking at a park as a 

park in the same way that we had before, when we see a tent in it. For Deleuze, 

establishing fixed “Being” or some kind of ontological groundedness is both to take a 

narrow and repetitive lens to existence, serving to reproduce the same realities over and 

over. Recall earlier, when I quoted Foucault, on how liberalism controls circulation and 

mobility in cities through surveillance and delineating territory through capitalization 

both as a way of delivering on the liberal promise of individuated freedom, and ensuring 

its own survival, while using capitalist economy as a way to prop up this “liberal […] 

ideology of freedom.”258 This reinforcement, (as Foucault calls it, the “game of 

liberalism”)259 is a way of describing the reproduction of the same realities that, for 

Deleuze, is counter-revolutionary and enables a failure of imagination. It produces what 
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they call an “image of thought”, a reflexivity of the intellect that constricts our idea of 

things to the point where we no longer are able to see outside of it.260 Deleuze argues in 

philosophy, we can see this image of thought as formulated explicitly or implicitly as “it 

is presumed that everyone knows […]” statements about, for instance, what is meant by 

self, thinking, and being.261 We could say that liberalism contains within it an image of 

thought when Rawls insists on appeal to common sense attitudes about justice. We could 

say we have an image of thought of ownership. And, we could say we have an image of 

thought of public spaces when we describe them as owned spaces, when we discuss the 

economic benefits of POPS,  when we discuss them procedurally as the ground for civic 

interaction or human flourishing, or topographically as a stretch of lawn bowling turf or a 

community center. The point is not to say that a public space is not those things.  It is all 

of those things, and: they are also sites of struggle, and they are also land, with a greater 

ecological community, and that can include humans, and it is also land that was stolen. 

When philosopher Mark Kingwell says that “public space … is conceptually speaking, 

owned by the dominant rules of the game, which are hinged to the norm of private 

interest,”262 we can see that the image of thought we have had about public space is 

filtered through the lens of the dominant liberal frameworks which have guided us in our 

arbitrating these spaces, our disposal of these spaces, our attempts to control these spaces 

and manage them by whatever tools we can find, indeed; of even acquiring them in the 

first place.  
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3.6 Conclusion 

 

This past year of 2020, we have seen the amorphous and powerful nature of 

public spaces on full display. Homelessness, for example, is arguably more visible than 

ever to the middle class park user, who is likely not used to seeing an impromptu 

campsite in their local park. Public spaces and how they have been used this past year 

have highlighted our deficits as liberal societies in providing care and safety to 

communities, and has implicitly highlighted our more liberal, pearl clutching tendencies 

around these public spaces and the uses that have emerged. We have seen public spaces 

become sites of sustained political protest,263 direct action,264 autonomous occupation of 

public spaces,265 civil disobedience,266 and encampments of the homeless due to COVID-

19.267 And, many of these actions are carried out with explicit solidarity for Indigenous 
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land claims and recognition of the need for Indigenous determination.268 Public spaces 

are, conceptually and literally, being transformed in front of our eyes, veering into 

unknown territory. In instances of navigating claims of contested spaces, conceptualizing 

public spaces, and caring for public spaces, liberalism tends towards processes of 

privatization, and essentialization that constrict and eliminate these spaces and their 

possibilities. This is a tendency that emerges through mechanisms within liberalism – 

modern mechanisms, as we saw with political liberalism, as well as those that were built 

into it from its inception, as we saw with the examination of liberal property. If what we 

are concerned about is trying safeguard public spaces and their variety of possibilities, 

liberalism does not give us adequate tools to do so. Any kind of dominant political 

framework that attempts to engage with public space needs to be able to attend to the 

variable, changeable, contested, and uncertain nature of these spaces, and acknowledge 

that it is at its core, land.  
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